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We know talent.
Chandler Macleod has an extensive 
database of active candidates in 
various industry sectors and over 
13,000 employees out working on 
client sites every week. Through our 
experience with planning, sourcing, 
assessing, developing and managing 
talent along with industry intelligence, 
we know a lot about talent.

Contact our Newcastle team on  
02 4978 7744.

chandlermacleod.com
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Hunter Business Review

HBR is essential reading 
for anyone wanting to 
stay informed on local 

business news and 
issues that affect 

business.

Subscribe NOW

Garry Hardie
Publisher & Editor

JULY: 
Insurance & Risk Management + Leadership & HR +  Newcastle Renewal + Defence

AUGUST: 
2016 Hunter Business Function Guide + Business Technology

SEPTEMBER: 
Business and the Environment + Mining & Energy Update + Health & Wellbeing

For further information call (02) 4925 7760, 
email info@HBRmag.com.au or visit www.HBRmag.com.au
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HBR from the editor

With the Federal election quickly approaching, it is timely that 
this issue contains a Training & Education feature as this area 
is increasingly vital for the economic future of the Hunter and  
Australia.

The world is undergoing an information and automation 
revolution that is completely rewriting the way we live, work, do 
business and just about everything else.

One of the important tasks we face is to have a Training & Education 
system that plans for the future and helps people to build the new 
skills that will be required and train them to have the ability to apply 
their skills to business areas and jobs that evolve.

It makes sobering reading when one sees the various studies 
that report claims such as up to 70% of young people are training 
for jobs that either won’t exist or be vastly different in the next 10-
15 years. It is estimated that in 20 years most people will be doing 
jobs that don’t even currently exist.

The process of change is underway and this can already be 
seen in the labour force. Whilst official unemployment figures 
are not bad, other studies show a different situation. Findings by 
Roy Morgan Reasearch, for example, indicate that in May a total 
of 2,316,000 Australians were unemployed or under-employed 
or 18.1% of the workforce. An important component of this is 
no doubt structural, with people trained in areas that are not in 
demand by business.

So how do we cope with these current and future changes 
without massive economic and social disruption resulting from 
huge portions of the population having skill sets not in demand?

A good start is to further increase those studying STEM 
subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) as 
these skills will continue to be in demand in an ever increasing 
technological world. There is some excellent work being done 
locally by the ME Program and other initiatives.

But I believe one of the major changes required is to not focus 
as strongly on specific long term occupation-based training 
& education but try to encourage more people to have a skill 
set that is more easily transferable to different occupations, 
including the new evolving occupations. This must of course be 
done hand-in-hand with encouraging people to consider wider 
possibilities in the workforce and to be willing to engage in the 
supplementary training that may be required.

And as all employers know, it is not just the technical skill set 
that is important but also the attitude of employees. Those that 
have a sound broad-based skill set, that are willing to learn more, 
have enthusiasm and are true team players will always be valued 
by the marketplace.

Additionally, the whole concept of business is changing, with a 
range of models replacing the traditional centralised workplaces, 
including geographically distributed and more collaborative 
arrangements. New technology is also enabling a wide range of 
opportunities for budding entrepreneurs to back their own ideas. 
Training & Education must also reflect this changing nature.

All in all this is quite a challenge for Governments, educational 
institutions, training organisations, businesses and the wider 
community. How we adapt to these changes will have a 
significant effect on our future economic prosperity.
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The new GLS. 
Make the best of every ground.
Take whatever life throws at you and meet adventure head on in the new Mercedes-Benz GLS. Advanced  
safety features and a new expressive design, herald a new freedom for you and your family to experience  
life in outstanding comfort and class leading style. Featuring a range of powerful engine variants and 4MATIC 
permanent all-wheel drive, the GLS is equal parts weekend explorer and urban conqueror. Life’s what you make 
it, so make life the best of every ground and experience the new Mercedes-Benz GLS at Hunter Star Motors. 

mbnewcastle.com.au

Hunter Star Motors 1 Pacific Highway, Bennetts Green NSW 2290, Tel (02) 4974 4244, www.mbnewcastle.com.au, Lic No 18100
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A Hunter collaborative has showcased the region’s thriving and 
diverse arts sector by taking out honours in the prestigious Museums 
Australia Publication Design Awards in Auckland, New Zealand. 

Local creative agency, Headjam won and was highly 
commended for four categories at the 2016 Museums Australia 
Publication Design Awards (MADPAs) for its creative design work 
on Octapod’s 2015 This Is Not Art (TiNA) Festival and The Lock Up 
‘Brett MacMahon – Hidden Nature’ exhibition catalogue. 

Headjam’s Managing Director, Luke Kellett, said that it was not 
surprising that regional projects and organisations were wining 
Australian and New Zealand awards. 

“The Hunter’s arts and cultural community has a genuine 
connectivity and understanding of the broader landscape and 
works collaboratively to provide activities and events that engage 
people,” Mr Kellett said. 

“Hunter based organisations were shortlisted in almost half of all 
the categories and is a testament to the significant contribution 
of Hunter organisations like Octapoad, The Lock Up, Maitland 
Regional Art Gallery and Lake Macquarie City Art Gallery to the 
Australian arts and cultural sector,” he said. 

Octapod, The Lock-Up, Lake Macquarie City Art Gallery and 
Maitland Regional Art Gallery were finalists representing 11 of the 
71 shortlisted project entries, or more than 15% of all shortlists. “

Headjam won awards in the following categories:
 •  Winner – Exhibition Branding Package - 
      Octapod This is Not Art 2015
 •  Highly Commended – Exhibition Catalogie (small) - 
      The Lock-Up Brett MacMahon - Hidden Nature
•   Highly Commended – Multimedia - 
      Octapod  This is Not Art 2015 Promotional Video
•  Winner - Multimedia - 
     Octapod This is Not Art 2015 App

 

Regional arts sector shines in trans-Tasman awards 

Headjam Design Team Sarah Cook, Jaime Pritchard and Sara Spence 
accepting awards at MADPA ceremony in Auckland, New Zealand on 
18 May 2016. 
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INCLUDING THE

mini

&13 & 14 AUGUST
NEWCASTLE KART RACING 
CLUB, CAMERON PARK

MINI EV PRIZE:  Practice Day - Thurs 4 August. 
Race Day - Sat 13 August
EV PRIZE:  Practice Days - Thurs 4, Sat 13 August.
Race Day - Sun 14 August
EV SHOW:  Electric ▪ Hybrid ▪ Fuel Cell ▪ Hydrogen ▪ Alternative Energy ▪ 
Future Transport
Show Days - Sat 13 & Sun 14 August

The Hunter Valley Electric Vehicle Festival is delivered each year by a range of 
supportive Hunter organisations and businesses, led by the Tom Farrell Institute for 
the Environment at the University of Newcastle

Hunter Valley Electric Vehicle Festival The Hunter Valley Electric Vehicle Festival EVFest is all about 
thinking of sustainable transport in fun and innovative ways 
that support the development of electric vehicle industries in 
the region.

EVFest is delivered each year by a range of supportive 
Hunter organisations and businesses, led by the Tom Farrell 
Institute for the Environment at the University of Newcastle.

Visitors to EVFest will be able to explore an electric vehicle 
future by joining in at the EV Prize event, held every year, 
which sees high school students and privateers build and 
race their electric bike at Newcastle Kart Racing Club at 
Cameron Park, for the coveted EV Prize.  This year the primary 
student prize race will be held on 13 August and the high 
school student prize race on 14 August.

Attendees will also witness the latest and greatest in 
all things electric vehicle and alternative transport at the 
EV Show. Held in conjunction with the EV Prize, the EV 
Show brings together like-minded individuals and vehicle 
manufacturers to showcase the future of our transport in this 
country.  The EV will run over both days of this weekend of 
races and demonstration vehicles on the circuit with a show 
of electric, hybrid, fuel cell and hydrogen vehicles all on display.

The Tom Farrell Institute for the Environment at the 
University of Newcastle initiated this festival with two goals 
in mind: to encourage and attract more school students into 
careers in science and engineering and to stimulate clean 
transport and clean energy manufacturing in the region.

The Institute is currently seeking sponsorships and 
exhibitors for this significant annual regional event. For more 
information on how to become a sponsor or an exhibitor go 
to www.hunterevfestival.net/sponsors.html or call 4985 4169.

 



Did you know? 

With a SMSF, you can borrow  or use the funds 
you’ve already accumulated in your super to invest 
directly in residential or commercial property. 
What’s more, buying a commercial property 
through an SMSF can include an offi ce or 
other commercial dwelling that can be used 
by your business.

Property Investing 
in an SMSF...

This advertisement contains information that is general in nature. It does not take into account the objectives, fi nancial situation 
or needs of any particular person. You need to consider your fi nancial situation and needs before making any decisions based on 
this information. If you decide to purchase or vary a fi nancial product, your fi nancial adviser, AMP Financial Planning Pty Limited 
and other companies within the AMP Group may receive fees and other benefi ts. The fees will be a dollar amount and/or a 
percentage of either the premium you pay or the value of your investment. Please contact us if you want more information.

We can help you:

 } Work out if borrowing to invest in property 
in your SMSF is the right strategy for you

 } Put the structure in place to simplify the 
borrowing process, so you have the freedom 
to focus on your business 

 } Establish a SMSF to facilitate the borrowing

Contact us
If you would like to fi nd out more about borrowing 
to invest in property contact us today for a no 
obligation, no cost assessment of your situation

Newcastle:    206 Hannell Street, Wickham NSW 2293

02 4969 1900    |    newcastle@advisorygroup.com.au

Maitland:    28 Church Street, Maitland NSW 2320 

02 4933 9166    |    maitland@advisorygroup.com.au  

Advisory-A4-Ad-Concept.indd   1 22/09/2015   9:03 am
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Emerge, a Lake Macquarie accounting and business advisory 
firm, has expanded and opened an office in Maitland.

Emerge’s growth really started five years previously when 
partner Charles Gromek made a major decision. His business 
clients were in need of more business advice, yet his accounting 
firm was submerged in tax and compliance work. The world of 
cloud technology was rapidly changing how businesses could run 
and manage their work, and SMSFs were taking off.

Ben Connell, a young accountant from a mid-tier firm in Sydney 
joined Emerge and allowed the firm to better meet a broader 
range of client needs.

This also led to new clients from outside of the Lake Macquarie 
area. With a growing client base across the Hunter region, the 
firm recognised the importance to be close at hand, available and 
able to meet with them at their place of work and decided upon 
Maitland as the location for their additional office.

 

 

4942 5109 

seating   
desks   

storage   
reception  

boardroom

Unit 8/5 Metro Court, Gateshead 2290     www.newcastleofficeinteriors.com.au

BEAT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR RUSH

Newcastle City Council is overhauling the façade of its main 
library to make the heritage-listed building more energy-efficient.

The Newcastle War Memorial Cultural Centre's original windows 
will be replaced with a mixture of modern fixed and casement 
double-glazed windows which minimise the transfer of heat through 
the window frame.

Owing to the building's 
'locally significant' status 
on the state heritage 
register, the 325 new 
windows will look 
identical to the originals 
in terms of opacity, 
reflection, glazing, frame 
colour and thickness.

Cavity wall ties between the facade and internal brickwork will also 
be replaced as part of the $900,000 project. The new ties will remedy 
50 years of structural wear.

"The new windows will make the Newcastle Region Library cheaper 
to air condition and significantly increase the efficiency of the 
building," Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes said.

"We have been busy over the past few years making our buildings 
more energy efficient, with solar installations and other means like 
power factor correction units.

"And we've got a number of other environmental efficiencies 
planned for the months and years ahead."

The WMCC works will extend the life of the facade and reduce 
maintenance of the building. 

Access will not be restricted but scaffolding and hoardings will be 
erected around the WMCC during the works, which are expected to 
be complete by September.

The project is part of Council's Newcastle 2020 Carbon and Water 
Management Action Plan, which aims to reduce Council's carbon 
footprint and electricity usage by 30%.

Seven council buildings have been fitted with solar installations 
over the past two years. The Waratah works depot, City, Wallsend and 
New Lambton Libraries, Newcastle Region Gallery and No.1 and No.2 
sportsgrounds all generate electricity from solar panels on their roofs.

Newcastle Museum is next in line with an installation currently 
underway.
 

Window upgrade makes library 
energy efficient

New Maitland office for Emerge 

"And we've got a number 
of other environmental 
efficiencies planned for 
the months and years 

ahead."

Charles GromekBen Connell
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Hunter Star Motors 1 Pacific Highway, Bennetts Green NSW 2290, Tel (02) 4974 4244, www.mbnewcastle.com.au, Lic No 18100

The Sprinter Cab Chassis. Truckloads of value.
Right now you get more value than ever with the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Cab Chassis. With every new vehicle, we’re giving away free 
auto, 3 years free scheduled servicing and a low interest rate of only 1.9% p.a. Hurry into Hunter Star Motors to test drive today. 

Sprinter Cab Chassis

This offer is available to corporate buyers only (excluding fleet, government or rental buyers) on new vehicles purchased and delivered between 1st January 2016 and 30th June 2016, unless 
offer extended. Not available in conjunction with any other offer. *Complimentary scheduled servicing is based on three years from the vehicle’s first registration date or 90,000 km from new, 
whichever comes first. Scheduled servicing must be conducted at an authorised Mercedes-Benz Vans dealership. Only items covered by the Mercedes-Benz Service Booklet are covered. All other 
items, including normal wear and tear items and consumables are excluded and are at the owner’s cost. ^Finance offer only available to approved business customers of Mercedes-Benz Financial 
Services Australia Pty Ltd ABN 73 074 134 517 on a 36 month Commercial Asset Loan. Subject to fees and standard credit assessment and lending criteria.

WHO Printing has been awarded 
a gold medal at the 2016 Media 
Super National Print Awards in 
the ‘Annual Report’ category. The 
gold medal was awarded to WHO’s 
director, Helen Ogle, at the 33rd 
National Print Awards Presentation 
Dinner held at the Plaza Ballroom in 
Melbourne on Friday 20 May.

This is the first time that WHO 
Printing have entered the awards 
which honour excellence in print 
in Australia. The awards recognise 
the best in print talent with entries 
judged by a panel of renowned 
experts in the printing and design 
fields.

The achievement of a Gold Medal 
is confirmation of achievement to 
the highest national – and, indeed, 
international – standards, and the 
ultimate accolade the industry 
can bestow. The gold medal was 
awarded for the production of 
Compass Housing Services Annual 
Report.

 

WHO Printing awarded 
at national print awards
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B U S I N E S S

Booking your event
Please contact our Venue Services team to discuss times, 

dates and any special requirements.
Phone (02) 4974 2166�Email newcastlevenues@ncc.nsw.gov.au 

www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/newcastle-venues

Perfect for your next business event
Our unique and iconic buildings combine historic character with 

modern technology to provide an ideal location for corporate 
meetings, presentations, workshops and networking occasions – 

from small events right up to 1500 people.

22
04

M
A
R
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FlyPelican is to commence direct services between Newcastle and 
Dubbo, from Monday 18 July 2016, subject to regulatory approval.   

The airline plans to operate double-daily services Monday to 
Friday and this service expands the network which includes Sydney, 
Canberra and Ballina.

“This is excellent news and fully demonstrates a commitment from 
a local airline to provide new routes and flights for the people of the 
Hunter.  The new twice daily return service, ideal for the business 
traveller as it allows a full day in either Dubbo or Newcastle, will add 
nearly 20,000 additional seats into Newcastle Airport.

“Newcastle Airport management is always working on the 
development of new routes and to see FlyPelican come onboard with 
this new destination is encouraging,” said Dr Peter Cock, Newcastle 
Airport’s Chief Executive Officer.

Newcastle -  Dubbo flights to commence

Canberra

Mudgee
Newcastle

Sydney

WEEKDAYS* 

Newcastle/Canberra Return   3x Daily 
Newcastle/Sydney Return  2x Daily
Sydney/Mudgee Return  2x Daily 

SUNDAY* 

Newcastle/Canberra Return   Daily 
Newcastle/Sydney Return Daily
Sydney/Mudgee Return  Daily

*Schedule subject to change.   |   FlyPelican trading as Pelican Airlines Pty Ltd. All Rights Reserved. ACN 167 249 729.

Introducing the latest routes from 
Australia’s newest regional airline

Book online today www.flypelican.com.au

Entries are now open for the Australian Engineering 
Excellence Awards (AEEA) Newcastle 2016 program. The 
awards seek to identify, recognise and reward outstanding 
achievement in the practice of engineering and service to 
the engineering profession.

The awards, hosted by Engineers Australia recognise that 
excellence and exceptional engineering can take many 
forms - large or small, traditional or new age, technically 
complex or astonishingly simple. Entrants are rewarded with 
enhanced market perception that they offer reliable, skilled 
and professional engineering advice.

Individuals and companies that have engineered an 
outstanding project in the past 24 months are invited 
to enter. Consideration is given to each project on its 
own merits and the exposure and acknowledgement is 
invaluable.

Full submission due by 8 July 2016.
Winners of the Engineers Australia 2016 Engineering 
Excellence Awards for Newcastle Division will be announced 
at a black-tie event on 16 September at the Newcastle 
Conservatorium.  Success at the Newcastle Division awards 
opens the door for entry into the Engineering Excellence 
Awards at National level.

Businesses who would like to support the Awards and 
benefit from exposure to the engineering community still 
have an opportunity to become a Sponsor. 

For more information and to complete the entry form, visit 
www.excellenceawards.org.au/newcastle

 

Entries open for 2016 Engineering 
Excellence Awards

A REGION
BUILT ON COAL

Putting service and the needs of people fi rst…

NEWCASTLE
Ph: (02) 4908 4300

Newcastle and the Hunter has a rich mining history 
bringing with it jobs and wealth. Coal mining has 

brought economic and industrial benefi ts and has contributed 
to the growth of our community. 
A legacy of over 200 years of mining is that large parts 
of our region are undermined. Despite this, development 
continues to thrive with the expertise and assistance of the 
Mine Subsidence Board. 
As Newcastle CBD embarks on an exciting phase of 
construction the Mine Subsidence Board is proud to play an 
important role in this new chapter of history.
We’re here to support those both in and out of mine subsidence 
districts by providing risk assessment, compensation, repairs, 
advice and by eliminating danger.

 11
63

724 HOUR EMERGENCY: 
Free Call: 1800 248 083
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This year’s Light up Newcastle Lantern Walk celebration of 
Chinese New Year was a major success attracting some 20,000 
people.

The event was organised the Rotary Club of Newcastle, with the 
support of 16 local Rotary Clubs. Maree Gleeson from the Rotary 
Club of Newcastle was the Event Director.

This year through the sale of red lanterns and toy monkeys, 
funds were able to assist the Newcastle Mission to Seafarers with 
construction of a new kitchen at the Seafarers Centre to feed 
the 15,000 visiting seafarers, and the Newcastle Maritime Centre 
with a new café to provide a sustainable income source for our 
maritime museum.

Attendees were entertained by dancers, lion dancers, musicians 
and singers and remarkable performances by the dragon boats 
and tug boat ballet on the harbour. This was topped off by 
spectacular fireworks.

The glow of the red lanterns at dusk, the afternoon’s 
entertainment and fireworks were the result of $63,000 
sponsorship from 11 local corporations: APP, Confucius Institute, 
Doito, Greater Building Society, Hunter Water, Newcastle Coal 
Infrastructure Group, Pacific Swallow, Port of Newcastle, Port 
Waratah Coal Services, PriceWaterhouseCooper, and Svitzer, and a 
grant from Newcastle City Council (NCC).

Several organisations also assisted by pre-purchasing lanterns in 
bulk (GHD, Hansen Yuncken, Cadence Consulting) and decorating 
Honeysuckle Drive. Thirty seven local businesses provided in-kind 
support valued at over $53,000. Particular thanks go to A1 Audio, 
Coates Hire, JR Richards and Johnson Marine Salvage. The Herald 
was the media sponsor.

Thanks to the event managers from Initiative Sport, the website 
was regularly updated and Facebook was a crowd favourite. 
Promotion was extensive across the social networks and major 

news stories were included in The Star and Hunter Business 
Review, on ABC Radio and 2NUR-FM, and e-newsletters from 
sponsors, Hunter Business Chamber and HunterNet.

Deputy Lord Mayor of Newcastle, Councillor Michael Osborne, 
welcomed Consul Li Zhi from the Consulate of the Peoples 
Republic of China to Newcastle to open the lantern walk and 
lead the sponsors in the ceremony of the lion dancers. The event 
once again showcased Newcastle to China with telecasts by CCTV 
Beijing.

The economic impact of the event on the Honeysuckle 
restaurants and businesses was significant and estimated to be 
over $1 million.

The event was made possible with the 355 volunteers from 16 
Rotary Clubs and support organisations, 318 free entertainers 
from 18 organisations, the corporate sponsors, a grant from NCC, 
and the people of Newcastle who bought a lantern or monkey, it 
was a wonderful way to herald in the Year of the Monkey.
 

 Newcastle Lantern Walk a major success
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There is nothing like the aroma of 
fresh coffee to impress clients...

cremagarage.com.au
1300 23 26 26

the local 
coffee experts

all from 

54cents 
per cup*

*Conditions Apply
CREMA COFFEE GARAGE

Fresh Bean Coffee Machine
Milk Fridge
Onsite Servicing & Repairs
Coffee Beans
Chocolate
Tea
Cleaning Supplies

What is supplied:

Coffee at the office should be easy
& with this in mind, Crema are very excited to launch

our all inclusive office coffee machine solution. 

Why? you ask ... to keep life 
simple, to de-hassle our 
busy world and to make 
time to do what we do best. 
To prevent unexpended 
expenses and to give peace 
of mind. To give your clients 
and staff a memorable 
coffee experience to 
remember you by. 

The Aviation Careers Day is an initiative of BAE Systems and 
RDA – Hunter’s ME Program. It forms part of BAE Systems’ 
‘Advancing the Next Generation’ initiative and focuses on Year 9 
and 10 students with the aim of fostering their interest in STEM 
careers in the aviation industry.

The event, which is being held at BAE Systems on Friday 24 
June, includes a selection of ‘design and construct’ activities in 
which your school team will compete against the other schools 
in the Aeronautical Velocity Challenge as described below.

Students will also be given the opportunity to visit BAE 
Systems’ Williamtown facility where they will see first-hand 
aeronautical engineers and technicians working on some of the 
most sophisticated aviation equipment in the country. Students 
and staff will also find out about career pathways into the 
aviation industry through BAE Systems.

The Aeronautical Velocity Challenge is a STEM initiative 
focusing on addressing Australia’s shortage of scientists and 
engineers.

Design teams will partake in challenges including: designing, 
producing and dog-fighting balsa model propeller powered 
planes, and designing, producing and launching bottle rockets 
to achieve a maximum velocity whilst travelling a maximum 
distance. Students compete in teams of up to six to design, 
produce, test and evaluate their prototypes. This competition is 
an ideal opportunity for schools, students, teachers, community 
and local industry to engage in practical numeracy and literacy 
activities in a fun and innovative engaging environment.

During 2016 the Hunter’s Aeronautical Velocity Challenge is going 
to be a demonstration event only, with the hope that in 2017 a 
number of schools will be involved in the State Championships and 
will develop a number of local hub competitions.

An Australian-first contemporary library, cafe and bar will combine 
cutting-edge technology with quality food and beverages at 
Newcastle's Civic Theatre.

Civic Digest, a partnership by Newcastle Region Library and Civic 
Theatre, represents an evolution in library service delivery with digital 
screens, apps with library-provided content and high quality WiFi 
available in a café setting.

Lord Mayor Nuatali Nelmes says the project reflects Council's 
commitment to achieving a smart, innovative and revitalised city.

“Civic Digest will be a virtual branch of the Library and help breathe 
new life into the Civic precinct as a creative hub for people to engage 
with information and culture," Councillor Nelmes said.

"The recent opening of the law courts and the development of the 
University of Newcastle's NewSpace campus will see thousands more 
people converge on the Civic precinct each day.

"Civic Digest will provide a perfect place for people to meet and 
connect with others in a setting conducive to cultural pursuits."

International advocate for digital libraries and Director of Solus.UK 
Liz McGettigan was in town for the opening of Civic Digest and says 
the concept is exciting and ground-breaking for Australian libraries.

"If libraries are to thrive, they must play an active role in shaping 
their future and remaining relevant," McGettigan said.

"They need to become experimental and experiential spaces that 
respond to the ways modern society consumes information and 
engages with each other. Civic Digest is a brilliant example of a 21st 
century library experience."

Opening at 7.30 am, Civic Digest will attract morning coffee drinkers 
and trade late into the evening in line with theatre operations to serve 
post-performance refreshments.

The menu will be a simple all-day grazing menu with high-quality 
coffee and Hunter wines available throughout the evening.

21st Century library for Civic cultural hub Aviation careers day
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ALL-NEW JAGUAR XF
THIS IS NOT BUSINESS AS USUAL

 
*Includes 5 years/100,000km (whichever comes first) free scheduled servicing excluding wear and tear items. Offer available for vehicles purchased 
and delivered from 1st Feb – 30th June 2016 +To approved applicants only. Guaranteed Future Value terms and conditions are available upon 
application. Jaguar Financial Services is a registered trading name of Jaguar Land Rover Australia Pty Ltd. The registered trademarks of Jaguar 
Financial Services and trading name of Jaguar Financial Services referred to above are operated and used under licence by St.George Bank –  
A Division of Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141 AFSL and Australian credit licence 233714.  

Its Lightweight Aluminium Architecture isn’t engineering as usual. Its Jaguar InControl Touch system isn’t technology as usual.  
For a limited time, the all new XF comes with complimentary scheduled servicing for 5 years*. That’s not service as usual.  
Plus, with Guaranteed Future Value available+, there’s never been a better time to visit your local Jaguar dealer.

THE ART OF PERFORMANCE

Hunter Jaguar 6-8 Arnhem Close, Bennetts Green. Tel: 02 4974 4222 www.hunterjaguar.com.au LMD 18100

The annual Hedweld Milbrodale Mountain Classic Off 
Road Racing event is fast approaching. This year’s event will 
be conducted on the 2 - 3 July and will celebrate the 30th 
Anniversary of this local event. It is also Round 4 of the NSW 
Off Road Championship, Round 1 of the Premier NSW Long 
Course Championship and Round 2 of the East Coast Tri 
Challenge.

This prestigious local event has been run for 30 years and has 
become one of the most significant events on the NSW Off Road 
Racing Calendar. The Hedweld Milbrodale Mountain Classic is 
run by the Hunter Valley Off Road Racing Association who are 
anticipating a large field of local and interstate entrants this year 
to see who can win the Man of the Mountain award.

The Milbrodale venue offers a great spectator area ensuring 

The Hedweld 30th Anniversary Milbrodale Mountain Classic
some spectacular action for all those wishing to enjoy the racing. 
Spectators also have a chance to get close to the cars and talk to 
the competitors when the pits are open to the public during the 
lunch break. This year we also have some celebrity appearances 
from past competitors, including some V8 supercar drivers who 
have previously competed in this event.

Food and drinks are available track side and the event also 
provides activities for the children including jumping castles, 
amusement rides etc.

This event is made possible with the support of sponsors, 
Hedweld Group of Companies (Platinum Sponsor); Bulga Open 
Cut Glencore, Promine Contracting & Lancaster Motor Group 
(Gold Sponsors); Myne Signs (Silver Sponsors); and Southern 
Cross Austereo and The Newcastle Herald (Media Partners).
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Central Coast (02) 4322 6220

www.hunterlift.com.au
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Minister for Planning Pru Goward has announced a minimum of 25 
new affordable housing apartments will be built in Newcastle CBD as the 
redevelopment of the former Empire Hotel site takes two steps forward.

The NSW Government announced a proponent has been selected 
and Newcastle City Council has resolved to contribute funds to the 
project, which will deliver at least 25 affordable housing dwellings 
close to transport and jobs in the Newcastle CBD.

Minister for Planning Pru Goward announced local consortium 
NewcastleFirst has been selected to redevelop the site in Hunter 
Street West.

The NSW Government is contributing the land value of $2.8 million 
to the deal, through the Hunter Development Corporation (HDC) 
which owns the land.

Ms Goward said she was pleased Council had resolved to contribute 
$2.9 million from its Building Better Cities Housing Management and 
Development Committee.

“The partnership between the City of Newcastle and NSW 
Government is an innovative approach to stimulating urban renewal 
and leverages private sector investment to transform this long-
dilapidated site,” Ms Goward said.

“This project will enhance the Government’s and the City’s 
revitalisation program, creating jobs and homes in the city centre.

“It will transform an eyesore into a positive contributor to the street-
scape and the city economy.”

Member for Newcastle Tim Owen welcomed the announcement.
“This development will make a significant contribution to the 

Government’s urban renewal program.
“Importantly, it progresses urban renewal in the western end of 

Hunter Street, complementing projects occurring further east such as 
the University city campus,” Mr Owen said.

HDC General Manager Bob Hawes said the NewcastleFirst 
consortium was specifically formed to develop the site according to a 
design by local architects EJE Architecture.

“Under this innovative agreement, the developer will be 
incorporating a minimum of 25 affordable housing units into a larger 
residential building,” Mr Hawes said.

“HDC intends to transfer its affordable housing units to Housing 
NSW to be ultimately vested in Compass Housing, a local affordable 
housing provider,” Mr Hawes said.

The building is planned to include more than 100 apartments of 

Affordable housing on Empire Hotel 
site moves closer

various sizes and a component of commercial/retail space.
It would also include a number of accessible independent living units 

spread over various levels, giving choice for residents with disabilities.
When finalised, the NewcastleFirst’s development application will 

need to be assessed by an independent planning consultant with the 
recommendations to be made to the Joint Regional Planning Panel.

Maitland City Council is leading the way in energy efficiency and 
sustainability improvements with the successful completion of 
Council’s New Future Project. In April the project reached its final 
milestone with the completion of the last of 38 energy efficiency and 
sustainability projects that completed across 32 different Council sites. 

With funding received from the Australian Government, this project 
aims to reduce Council’s carbon footprint through decreasing energy 
usage and expenses, as well as setting an example for the community.

Maitland City Council’s Manager Infrastructure Strategy and Works 
Programming, Chris McGrath says, “Through this project not only 
is Council reducing its own carbon footprint, but we are raising 
awareness in the community about the importance of energy 
efficiency and sustainability initiatives. This project is a model that we 
hope other businesses and organisations around Maitland can learn 
from and appropriate.

“In addition to the environmental and economic savings, the project 
has had a number of other benefits such as improved usability of 
Council’s community centres and recreational facilities, enhanced 
visibility and safety in Council car parks and an enriched community 
understanding of energy efficiency”.

As a result of the project Council has achieved significant energy 
efficiency savings. It is expected by the conclusion of the project a 
reduction of 1,269,155 mega joules of energy usage will be achieved, 
saving Council an expected $100,000 pa. The success of the project 
has resulted in lighting and air conditioning upgrades and installation 
of solar hot water systems and variable speed drive motors at various 
Council sites, including childcare and community centres, recreational 
facilities and car parks.  A full list of sites and projects is available on 
Council’s website.

Maitland City Council will continue its commitment to improving energy 
efficiency and raising awareness in the community by providing a range of 
information and initiatives including the provision of ‘Save Power Kits’ from 
Council libraries and customer service centre. 

 
Energy efficiency and sustainability 
projects completed by Maitland Council 



My business is built on quality and service,  
I need my office to reflect my company values.  
I choose Experienced Office Furniture.”
Anthony Di Nardo Award Winning Principal McGrath Charlestown

“

Creating  
Newcastle’s  
finest office  
interiors.

shop instore 13 Bindera Road Lambton
free measure + quote Call 4952 1555 and we will visit you
shop online www.eof.com.au Experienced Office Furniture
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Local, trusted support
when you need it most.

Jirsch Sutherland has been working with 
local business to provide turnaround, forensic and 

insolvency accounting services 
since 1984.

Newcastle Airport has signed a landmark agreement with 
Department of Defence which will see Newcastle Airport’s Head 
Lease agreement with Defence extended for 60 years with three 
options of 10 years.

Newcastle Airport’s previous Head Lease expired on 31 March 
2045. This new Head Lease expires on 31 December 2075 and 
offers an additional three 10-year options (by mutual consent).

On signing the Head Lease, Newcastle Airport’s Chairman, Peter 
Gesling said that this 60-year agreement “provides the certainty 
required to promote future investment in Newcastle Airport 
which in turn will be investment in the Hunter region.

“Additionally, this is the longest Head Lease agreement offered 
to Newcastle Airport since the Federal Government handed 
over the business to Newcastle City and Port Stephens Councils 
in 1993 and is a clear indication of the very good relationship 
between Newcastle Airport and the Royal Australian Air Force.

“The signing of this agreement cements Newcastle Airport’s 
position as the region’s airport,” concluded Mr Gesling.

Defence’s Director Property Leasing Bruce Bennett also 
welcomed the new agreement. “RAAF Base Williamtown plays an 
important role in maintaining Defence’s capability to protect and 
serve the nation and the Base also provides a direct benefit to the 
Hunter region through its partnership with Newcastle Airport,” Mr 
Bennett said.

Newcastle Airport’s land secured for 
another 60-plus years After 17 years in the Hunter Mall, Ian Jones Insurance Brokers 

Pty Ltd is moving to new offices on the corner of Scott and Watt 
Streets, Newcastle with the ground floor location providing a 
bigger, brighter home from which to service their expanding 
client needs.

Ian Jones Insurance conduct business with clients of all stature 
across Australia and they strongly believe in a one for all service 
philosophy.

Ian Jones Insurance Brokers has over 29 years of understanding 
what their clients’ insurance needs are, but say that some people 
still do not understand that an insurance broker can save time, 
money and worry. Just like an accountant or lawyer who provides 
professional advice, based on years of training and experience, a 
qualified broker can do the same with your insurance.

When arranging insurance, many people take shortcuts without 
seeking proper advice, understanding the policy conditions or 
considering whether they are getting value for money. Often they 
are disappointed when their insurance doesn’t do what it was 
thought if disaster strikes. Importantly a broker works for clients, 
as their advocate, at claim time.

Using an insurance broker doesn’t necessarily cost more. Often 
it costs less because brokers have in depth knowledge of the 
insurance market and the ability to negotiate on the behalf of 
clients. A broker will also fully explain the policy and any special 
endorsements or exclusions that the client needs to watch out for.

Newie Ventures has launched a smart parking solution at the 
University of Newcastle. The project is called Foresight Parking, 
and with a combination of technologies it allows students and 
staff to see available car parks in real time, instead of arriving 
blind and circling for a park.

The frustration of trying to find a park is one Newie Ventures 
co -founder Heath Raftery knows well.

“Having lived, studied and worked at the uni for 16 years, it’s 
obvious to me that many struggle to find a park. There’s a better 
way, and we’re building it.”

With this trial, Newie Ventures aims to get a better 
understanding of the dynamics of parking on campus (number 
of cars, duration of stay, time of day, day of the week, etc). It is the 
first step in developing a solution that is beneficial to students 
and staff, and to the University of Newcastle as a whole.

On a larger scale, Foresight Parking is the start of what Newie 
Ventures envisions for the future of Newcastle.

Anne  Laure Peaucelle, co founder of Newie Ventures, says that 
by gathering and utilising real time data, the trial will help the 
startup to further develop its product, which has the potential 
to help cities around the world to offer cost effective and time 
saving parking solutions.

Newie Ventures  believes that Newcastle has been the perfect 
location to launch their company, with great local support for 
innovation and entrepreneurs. Newcastle is becoming a great 
choice for tech entrepreneurs to relocate and it has the potential 
to be a dynamic, innovative and creative destination. Beyond 
simply offering parking sensors, Newie Ventures offers end- to- 
end solutions that plug into the power of smart cities and provide 
access to valuable information.

Foresight Parking has commenced with a trial which comprises 
10 car parks, each equipped with a sensor that communicates its 
status (available or occupied) back to the cloud. The 10 car parks 
are located south of the Civil Engineering building.  An app
( www.newieventures.com.au/foresight parking/)  is available 
online, which shows in real time the available car parks and an 
online survey is also available to help gather thoughts, feedback 
and ideas.

Varley Group, one of the Hunter region’s oldest engineering and 
manufacturing companies, is celebrating its 130th birthday in 
August 2016.

As part of their celebrations, they are unveiling an Honour Board 
at the Tomago Head Office in late August to recognise current 
and former employees whom have served Varley for over 30 
years throughout the company’s history. Across their 130 year 
existence, has had thousands of employees from the local region, 
some of whom have stayed with us for most or all of their working 
lives. Records for long-serving employees during the early years of 
Varley are unfortunately quite limited and the company is calling 
upon any past long-serving Varley employees (or their relatives) 
to contact them to have their name added to the Honour Board 
and attend the unveiling ceremony.

Those with information should contact Dean Wiggins at Varley 
on (02) 4028 0516 or email dean.wiggins@varleygroup.com

Varley Group calling on past employee 
information for 130th anniversary

Ian Jones on the move

Local startup launches smart 
parking solution 

HUNTER MANUFACTURING AWARDS INC.
‘Showcasing Excellence in Manufacturing’

If you are a Manufacturer in the Region of the Hunter, 
Upper Hunter, Central Coast or Mid North Coast
DON’T MISS OUT ON YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO BE PART 

OF THE 2016 HUNTER MANUFACTURING AWARDS

REGISTRATION PERIOD: April 6-July 15 
NOMINATION PERIOD: April 6-August 19 

For Registration Form and to access Application Forms please go to:
www.hma.org.au/Nominate or phone 0438 242 899

HMA
Hunter Manufacturing Awards Inc.

Manufacturing- “The key to our future”

2 0 1 6  M A J O R  S P O N S O R

REGISTRATION & NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN FOR THE 2016 HMA.

W I T H  T H A N K S  T O  O U R  S P O N S O R S  A N D  P A R T N E R S

MAJOR SPONSOR
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1. In a few words tell us about your current role.
Principal of Rosie’s School of Rock:  I lead a great team of 

musicians who teach & mentor kids to perform in a band.

2.  How have you reached this point in your professional life? 
I have been fortunate enough to be taught and mentored 

by some great teachers and through Rosie’s School of Rock 
my goal is to pass on the lessons I have learnt.

I began with the Marching Koalas and the NSW Youth 
Orchestra. I started playing in professional bands at age 15, 
during this time I became great friends with Grant Walmsley 
and he asked me to join The Screaming Jets. The band did 
very well during the 90’s and I had the opportunity to play 
some amazing gigs and record many great songs that would 
become part of the soundtrack of Oz Rock.

3. When you’re not at work, where can we find you?
My passion is Surfing. You will find me at Merewether 

Beach and I love family time at the park.

4.  Where do you find inspiration?
From my wife Belinda and my friends, I learn 

from them how to be a better person.

5.  What advice would you give to someone 
   just starting out in your field? 

Surround yourself with people who want 
you to be the best you can be.

6. What’s something most people 
don’t know about you?
I have a degree in marketing.

7.  How would you like 
to see the Hunter 
evolve over the 
next decade?
I love the 

boutique 
bars and 
café’s popping 
up. Besides it’s 
great wine I 
would like to 
see the Hunter 
become renown
for the great 
 coffee, food and 
beer it is already producing.

8. What’s your favourite Hunter
 restaurant/café/bar? 
Blue Door & Longbench.

CRAIG   ROSIE

ROSEVEAR

9. Are you reading anything at the moment? 
I love reading biographies, currently I am reading 

about the legendary Belgium Cyclists 
Eddie Merckxs.

10.  Do you have a favourite sport or team?  
Always true to the Red & Blue- Newcastle Knights.

11. What’s the best line from a film you’ve ever 
heard?  

“This one goes to 11” from Spinal Tap

"                                 "

Lets talk with....
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    business more saleable, allow for estate planning and also unlock 
    tax planning opportunities.
 Approach with some caution
Together with the existing capital gains tax concessions for small 

business entities and owners, the new rules provide for significant 
tax savings. However, there are consequences in choosing to take 
advantage of the roll-over relief that a small business owner should be 
aware of.

For example, the transfers of trading stock and depreciating assets 
generally will not attract any roll-over relief. There could also be GST 
implications of rolling over business assets.

The key to these concessions is that first and foremost there must be 
a bona fide commercial reason for undertaking a restructure.

Small business owners should make sure they seek professional 
advice before embarking on any new restructure and make sure it’s 
the right move for their business.

 
For further information contact Prosperity Advisers on 

(02) 4907 7222, email mail@prosperityadvisers.com.au 
or visit www.prosperityadvisers.com.au

A new financial year and new tax concessions for small business

Siobhan Sellick has more than 20 years’ 
experience providing business advisory, 
taxation and private client services to a 
range of clients with a focus on business 
owners, high net wealth individuals and 
family groups. She is currently a Director in 
the Business Services and Taxation group 
at Prosperity Advisers. Prior to Prosperity, 
Siobhan has spent 15 years at a ‘top-tier’ 
accounting and consulting firm.

Tim Elliott is a senior tax manager at 
Prosperity Advisers and has had more than 
20 years’ experience providing taxation 
advisory services to a broad range of clients 
including high net wealth individuals, SMEs, 
family groups and ASX small–large cap 
businesses. He has spent time working with 
some of Australia’s largest accounting and 
consulting groups over the past 20 years.

Siobhan Sellick
Tim Elliott
Prosperity Advisers Group
 

Changes to tax rules from 1 July 2016 will significantly broaden the 
landscape for Small Business owners to restructure with generally no 
immediate tax consequences.

 What’s happening?
At the moment even a transfer of an asset, business or shares in a 

company within a family group will generally result in a Capital Gains 
Tax (CGT) event.  While there are currently some concessions that 
allow for the CGT to be deferred or rolled over, small business owners 
have not been able to restructure for either asset protection purposes, 
succession planning or tax efficiency without creating both a CGT 
liability or stamp duty cost. 

From 1 July 2016, the Federal Government intends to expand the 
CGT roll-over relief concession and allow qualifying small business 
entities to transfer the ownership of business assets within family 
groups without triggering an immediate tax liability, provided the 
assets are transferred for commercial reasons.

The added bonus, if made law, is that private company shares and 
business assets located in NSW could be transferred without any 
stamp duty consequences. The NSW government intends for the 
stamp duty exemptions to also apply from 1 July 2016.

 What’s a small business entity?
For the purposes of accessing the CGT concessions, a small 

business is entity is defined as an entity “carrying on business” with an 
“aggregated turnover of less than $2m”.

 What can be transferred?
Only assets that qualify as “active assets” can be transferred without 

creating a tax liability. An active asset is used or held ready for use by 
a small business entity in carrying on business. Passive assets such as 
shares in public companies or rental properties not connected with 
carrying on business are not considered active assets.

 What does the change mean for small business?
• Eligible entities won’t have to pay CGT on the asset transfer where 
     the market value of the asset exceeds the original cost.
• Accessing this concession could provide family groups the 
     opportunity to reconsider existing Division 7A loan arrangements 
    (broadly, loans from private companies to shareholders) and 
     Unpaid Present Entitlements (unpaid trust distributions), in some 
     cases they could be eliminated or restructured.
• Restructuring more broadly may provide small business owners 
    the opportunity to mitigate any asset protection risks, make the 
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Brendan Brooks
HyperWeb Communications

Have you ever been in a position of competitive strength with 
your digital marketing? For example, were you once enjoying 
number placement in Google and are now nowhere to be found? 
Something happened, either with the Google algorithm itself, 
or because of actions of your competitors. How do you ensure it 
doesn’t happen again?

There are four questions that any business owner must ask 
themselves in order to determine the strength of their online 
competitive position:

1.  Will your business’ position improve or deteriorate if your 
      current strategies continue?
2.  How well does your business rank relative to key rivals in 
     terms of measures of strategic strength? (Are your 
     competitors doing things better?)
3. Does your business have a sustainable competitive advantage?
4. Does your business have the ability to defend itself in light of:
    • Disruption within digital marketspace,
    • Key driving technical and behavioural forces within the industry,
    • Competitive pressures, and
    • Anticipated moves of rivals or other major players?
Undertaking a self-assesssment based on these questions and 

using the following framework can help you understand your 
online competitive strengths and weaknesses and provide insight 
into how you can defend or enhance your position.

 Quantifying competitive strengths
Here is a framework to help you determine your strengths 

and enable you to gather the intelligence required to combat 
competitive pressures and navigate changes in the technological 
environment.

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 
 

»

DEVELOPING OUR INDUSTRY AND CONNECTING YOU

Identifying and capturing business development opportunities.

Establishing collaborative business models.

Delivery of innovation, efficiency and market expansion projects.

Group procurement / strategic sourcing services.

Professional development and training.

Government Advocacy.

Career development through our Group Training company. 

Learn more at www.hunternet.com.au or call +61 2 4908 7380

THE POWER OF MANY
“Tap into Australia’s most 
successful manufacturing 
and engineering networks 

and discover a world of new 
opportunities”

»
»
»
»
»
»

1. List your digital marketing assets and group them into Social, 
     EDM, Website, and Advertising.
2. List the key success factors & other measures of competitive 
     strength within your industry.
3. Rate your organisation and key rivals against each factor.
4. Add a weighting to significant factors (a Weighted 
     Competitive Strength Assessment).
5.  Multiply to arrive at a score for each factor.
6.  Add up the individual factor ratings to get an overall measure 
      of competitive strength.
7.  Determine whether your business has a competitive 
      advantage or disadvantage based on the overall strength ratings. 
 
For further information contact HyperWeb on 0414 362 557 

or email brendan@hyperweb.com.au 

7 steps to finding out the strength of your online competitive position?

Brendan Brooks is the founder 
and Managing Director of 
HyperWeb Communications 
and has more than 15 years 
in website development and 
digital marketing experience. 
Brendan has a Masters in 
Business & Technology and has 
worked with businesses of all 
sizes & Government in assisting 
them achieving their business 
development goals online.
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Paul Gidley
Shaw Gidley
 

Small business is a tough gig whichever way you cut it. 
Competition is fierce, margins are slim, loyal clientele hard to 
find and harder to keep, red tape is burdensome, and good staff 
hard to find. That’s why it’s important to get some of the basics 
right to stay in the game. Summarised below are seven key areas 
I have identified over the 25 years I’ve worked with distressed 
businesses:

1.  Undercapitalisation – Unfortunately for many SMEs, 
      capital reserves typically don’t go beyond the $1 or $2 capital 
      contribution on initial startup. It tends to stay this way 
      throughout the life of the business. As the cash cycle is 
      always playing catch up, a significant event such as a major 
      bad debt or unforeseen sunk cost can render the business 
      insolvent overnight as there are no capital reserves to call 
      upon – resulting in imminent failure.
2.   Mismanagement – The focal point of management is 
      the efficient and effective use of the business’s scarce or 
      limited resources. In an ideal world, each and every resource 
      invested into your business should return a net gain, and 
      that includes every single thing that is used in your business 
      to deliver your product or service to your customer, both 
      tangible and intangible. One poor management decision 
      could lead to lights out.
3.  No planning – How often do you hear you need to plan? 
      Most don’t do it. There needs to be purpose to your business; 
      a plan gives you purpose. It can be as simple as a quarterly 
      cash flow budget or a more sophisticated business 
      operational plan that includes specific, integrated plans for 
       each core business area depending on size of business. 
       Those not planning do so at their peril.
4.   Blinded by success – Success needs to be managed 
      carefully as with all aspect of business. The gSood times 
      tend to be there to get us through the bad times and not to 
      be wasted. I have no doubt that some in the mining and 
      related services sector are wishing today they managed 
      the boom times a little better. Success can lead to over 
      expansion, over spending, investments in non-core activities, 
      over commitment to mention a few outcomes, this can lead 
      to financial distress.
5.   Moving away from strengths – Identify what your business 
      strength is and use it to compete. Stay focused on your 
      strength and don’t move too far away from core competitive 
      activities; “stick to your knitting” so to speak. Do not 
      venture into areas you don’t have the skills or experience to 
      be competitive.
6.  Not heeding advice – Advisers are there for good reason; 
      get  a good one and they can be the beginning of a long, 
      happy and rewarding relationship. Not all accountants are 
      business advisers. Word of mouth is a good way to fish out 
      the good advisers. And when you find a good adviser – LISTEN!
7.   Numbers – It’s imperative to maintain timely and complete 
      accounts. That said, when reading reports, it’s even more 
      important to understand what the numbers mean and how 
      they relate to one another. The accounting data is 
      fundamental to good management decision making. Not 
      understanding the numbers can lead to disastrous decisions 
      being made.
 
For further information contact Shaw Gidley on 

(02) 4908 4444, email newcastle@shawgidley.com.au 
or visit www.shawgidley.com.au
 
 
 

7 deadly sins of small business

 
Paul Gidley has two and a 
half decades of experience 
in corporate and personal 
insolvency and reconstruction 
across a broad range of industries 
and commercial sectors. 
He holds has a Bachelor of 
Commerce, a Masters of Business 
Administration, and is both a 
Chartered and Certified Practicing 
Accountant. Paul is also a member 
of the Australian Restructuring 
Insolvency& Turnaround 
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Grace McLean
NFP Connect
 
 “Corporate Social Responsibility is what the big organisations say 
they have, to make themselves look good”, “Don’t tell me I have to 
be responsible for anything, it’s giving - I’ll do what I want.”

Two very powerful statements said with gusto that had me 
shocked when I interviewed some business owners recently on 
how they give to the community and to who.

Hunter locals don’t like to be told to do anything, we’re from the 
Hunter we will do it our way!

I once heard a story about how Newcastle became so parochial. 
I’m not sure if it’s true, but it goes a little like this….. When the 
earthquake happened in 1989 we asked outsiders for help and 
no one came to the rescue so we said… “stuff you then, we’ll do it 
ourselves” and we banded together to fix our awesome city and 
that’s where it started.

We are known to be one of the most philanthropic cities in 
the country to outsiders, but the more I talk to people in our 
community and to local businesses, the more I hear that we seem 
to have lost our sense of local giving. 

The research shows that some businesses don’t know how much 
they’re giving. They give, but they don’t know if their staff are 
engaged in any way.  Businesses aren’t able to see the benefits 
of their giving and are donating to causes but they’re not sure if 
they’re giving locally. 

Research shows that a structured giving program in your 
organisation is known to have a positive impact on how staff 
engage with your company, it increases productivity in the 
workplace and generally makes work life a little happier.   

I know we haven’t lost our sense of parochialism. Having worked 
for various charities in our region, we still love to know our 
money is going local, but we’ve thrown the structure we know 
as Corporate Social Responsibility out and where there is no 
structure, there’s no impact.

So what do we do? Firstly we change the name to Community 
Impact Program.  Giving comes in all shapes and sizes and 
involves time, education and money, however giving is always 
reciprocal. You don’t ever give to get but you generally always do.

Then consider the following:
Gather data: Find out what charities you and your staff might 

like to support and why, check out the NFP Connect Directory to 
find local charities.

Grace McLean is the founder of NFP 
Connect, an organisation that exists to: 
Support those working for and with 
local not for profits, through education, 
networking and shared experiences; 
Connect businesses with charities/
not for profits for meaningful, strategic 
alliances; Grow the community.  Grace 
was named Lake Macquarie Citizen of 
the Year 2015 and BGC Young Person of 
the Year 2014. She has worked in the not 
for profit industry for over 10 years in the 
Hunter and has extensive experience 
in connecting people, organisations 
and businesses together for strong 
partnership that make a lasting impact.
 

 

Choose champions: Pick a couple of people who love to 
organise and need a little creativity in their role to manage the 
program.

Determine your outcomes: Identify what you want your staff, 
organisation and community to get out of the program.

Choose your investment: How does giving look? Is it a volunteer 
day, payroll giving, up-skilling your staff, raising funds?

Create a timeline: Pick what activities and events you will do 
throughout the year. It could be in line with staff retreats or major 
events you’re already involved in.

Measure: At the end of the year produce a report on the funds 
raised, the impact of the events you participated in, how it 
changed your staff engagement, the overall impact it had on your 
company. Change what you don’t like and keep what you do.

Your Community Impact Program has the potential to change 
the way you do business inside and out.  If you’re doing it 
anyway, why not take a little time to consider how you’re giving 
and who you’re giving to. The impact will not only benefit your 
organisation but the community at large and that’s just good 
business. 

 
If you’re looking for further information or assistance with 

your program contact Grace McLean on 0406 494 424 email 
ask@nfpconnect.com.au or visit www.nfpconnect.com.au
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MACQUARIE BANK

GREEN ST PROPERTY

Siobhan Maybury has joined the 
team at Green St Property Sales. 
Siobhan manages client services for 
sales and property management. 
Siobhan has recently completed the 
Certificate of Registration in Property, 
Stock and Business Agents.

After spending some time in Canada 
broadening his horizons, Oliver 
Clayton has returned to Newcastle 
and taken on a role with Macquarie 
Bank servicing the property and 
professional service industries in the 
Hunter, Central Coast and North Coast 
regions of NSW. Oliver aims to utilise 
his experience in business recovery 
and reconstruction to assist clients 
in achieving their growth aspirations, 
whilst giving them the best possible 
banking experience.

MACQUARIE BANK

John Berghella has relocated with 
his family to Newcastle after working 
with Macquarie Bank for the past 15 
years in their Sydney and Parramatta 
offices. The focus of John’s new role 
is Business Development and Senior 
Leadership across the Hunter, Central 
and North Coast regions of NSW. He 
is supporting clients from property 
and professional service industries, 
high net worth investors and across 
broader business markets.
 

Jill McCarthy has joined Total Facility 
Cleaning Services (TFC Services) as a 
Customer Services Manager. Over the 
past 20 years Jill has been employed 
in sales and account management, 
and has vast experience with many 
different products within the business 
to business and retail markets. Jill 
will provide valuable support to the 
company’s front line staff together 
with ensuring that service standards 
and customer service is at the 
forefront.

GREEN ST PROPERTY

TFC SERVICES

Let us know 
about your 

people!

W e  Wa n t  t o  h e a r  a b o u t  yo u r 
n e W  b u s i n e s s  a p p o i n t m e n t s 

w w w . H B R m a g . c o m . a u
4925 7760

Amy Lobsey has joined Green St 
Property Sales as a Sales Assistant. 
Amy has a degree in communications 
studying within the fields of 
advertising, marketing and sales. Amy 
has previously worked in Real Estate 
with this experience she is assisting 
the sales team in more ways than just 
advertising and marketing.

EMERY HR has appointed Donna 
Gould to the role of General Manager, 
further strengthening their ability to 
provide a high level of ethical and 
outstanding human resource and 
recruitment consultancy services 
to clients across Newcastle and the 
Hunter region. With almost 20 years 
in recruitment, senior HR and global 
operational management roles, Donna 
is excited to be once again focussing 
on the local market.

EMERY HR
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•  Stage 3 - up to 13 secure industrial/commercial  
	 units	flexible	areas	from	100m2	1200m2

•  Include amenities, drive-through access and  
 on-site parking
•		All	with	mezzanines,	high	bay	lighting	and	4.5		
 roller doors

•  Stage 4	-	purpose	built	facilities
•		Over	8000m2	lease	back	on	request
•  Stage 5	-	6000sqm	of	land.	Units	from	300m2 to  
	 2500m2 inline
•	Tailored	fit-out	to	meet	specific	requirements

3
4

5

MOVE YOUR 
BUSINESS HERE!  

Adjacent to 24Hr Shell/Coles Express service station and Coolabah restaurant. 
Plus Baywash automatic and manual car wash (under construction)

Direct Contact: Mitchell Sovechles       mobile: 0417 422 512        email: mitch_sovechles@bigpond.com

LOCATION - KOORAGANG ISLAND

The outlook for the NSW economy in the Intergenerational Report 
released by the Treasurer on 26 May demonstrates the need for the 
Baird government to continue its record of strong economic decisions 
and tackle tax and further planning reform next according to the 
Property Council of Australia.

“The Report makes clear that NSW is highly dependent on revenue 
from state taxes, including highly inefficient stamp duty which costs 
$800,000 for every $1,000,000 raised,” Ms Fitzgerald said.

“As the first state in Australia with an economy over a trillion dollars, 
NSW needs to sustain its economic momentum through reforming 
the inefficient state taxes identified in the report.

“Stamp duty is a rollercoaster tax and while NSW is enjoying the 
highs right now thanks to booming property markets, there is a need 
to guard against downside risks.

“Stamp duty is not only inefficient it makes mortgages larger and 
makes it harder for young people to buy their own homes.”

While dwelling approvals reached record highs in 2015 ABS data 
shows that approvals have declined in the first three months of 2016.

The Report also outlines the future housing challenge facing NSW 
with limited new land available for future release and ongoing 
investment required to ensure infill high-rise housing remains 
liveable, with access to services and transport infrastructure.

 “Without further bold reform of the planning system, we will not 
maintain the levels of housing supply necessary to meet demand and 
improve housing affordability.”

The demographic changes to NSW over the next 40 years present a 
fiscal challenge to fund ever-growing health expenses.

“The Government should seize this opportunity to unlock age-
appropriate seniors housing through the planning system, as evidence 
shows a significant health and fiscal return,” Ms Fitzgerald said.

Ongoing planning and tax reform required
The national construction industry slipped back into 

contraction in May, with the Australian Industry Group/
Housing Industry Association Australian Performance of 
Construction Index (Australian PCI) dropping 4.1 points to 
46.7 (readings below 50 indicate contraction in activity, with 
the distance from 50 indicating the strength of the decrease).

Ai Group Head of Policy, Peter Burn, said: "Despite a return 
to expansion in the house-building sub-sector, the broader 
construction industry missed a gear in May with declines in 
the apartment building and commercial and engineering 
construction sub-sectors.

“With new orders lower across all parts of the industry in 
May, the immediate outlook is for further weakness.

“There are, nevertheless, some emerging signs of a pick-
up in non-mining related engineering construction with a 
growing pipeline of infrastructure projects," Dr Burn said.

HIA Chief Economist, Harley Dale, said: "The word 'transition' 
is frequently used in describing the current circumstances of 
the Australian economy - this description is most relevant to 
the construction industry.

“The Australian PCI accurately signals there is some way 
to go in terms of the transition of Australia's construction 
industry away from resource-intensive projects.

“Residential construction remains strong, even allowing 
for the sharp monthly dip in the apartment sub-index of the 
Australian PCI in May.

“That is a timely reminder of the important support the 
residential construction industry continues to provide the 
broader domestic economy in 2016," Dr Dale said.

National construction slips in May
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Strata & Community Title Property ManagersP 4942 3305 A 34 Smith St, Charlestown W lakegroupstrata.com.au

Experience • Knowledge • Service

Newcastle • Lake Macquarie • Myall Lakes • Hunter Valley

Lake Group Strata. Industry leaders with proven experience.

These three simple things set us apart as the Industry leaders. For more than 21 years we have 
been the trusted choice for property professionals and owners. In that time we have developed the 
knowledge and expertise to handle strata and community title management with a level of service 
that sets the standard for others to follow. 

4387

Australian residents buying or selling real 
property with a market value of $2 million 
or more need to be aware of new rules 
which come into effect on 1 July 2016.

Assistant Commissioner Malcolm 
Allen said Australian residents who 
are selling a taxable Australian 
property with a market value 
of $2 million or more need to
 obtain a clearance certificate 
from the ATO, to confirm a 
10% withholding amount
 does not need to be 
withheld from the transaction.

“The seller needs to provide a 
clearance certificate to the 
buyer by settlement, or the 
buyer will be required to 
withhold 10% of the sales 
price and pay this to the 
ATO,” Mr Allen said.

“We encourage all Australian 
residents who are looking to
 sell property with a value of 
$2 million or more to apply 
for a clearance certificate as
 early as possible.

“It is easy to obtain a clearance 
certificate. The form is available 
to download through our website,
 and there is no fee for clearance 
certificate applications.”

Clearance certificates are valid for 12 months from issue, and 
must be valid at the time it is made available to the buyer.

Penalties apply where sellers make false or misleading 
declarations to the ATO, or where the buyer fails to withhold 
when they should.

The ATO has been working with real estate agents, conveyancers 
and legal practitioners to ensure the industry is aware of how to 
help their clients meet their withholding obligations.

The new rules have been introduced to ensure foreign residents 
meet their capital gains tax liabilities. Amounts withheld will be 
credited against their final income tax liability assessed on foreign 
residents’ income tax returns.

Two Hunter builders have had success at the 2016 HIA-CSR 
Australian Housing Awards. This year’s award winners were 
unveiled on 21 May before hundreds of industry leaders 
at the prestigious awards ceremony held at the Hamilton 
Island Convention Centre.  

The HIA-CSR Australian Housing Awards are the ultimate 
platform to showcase the talents of the nation’s top builders 
and designers. Winners are selected from region-based 
finalists, with awards in 21 separate categories.  

Montgomery Homes won Australian Professional Medium 
Builder, partnered by Companion Systems. Judges were 
impressed with Montgomery Homes’ impressive customer 
service, dynamic management strategies and their 
comprehensive environmental sustainability program which 
works to minimise waste and emissions.  

Peter Sosso Building won Australian Specialised Housing, 
partnered by HIA Insurance Services. Judges described this 
single-level custom built home as ‘faultless’. This project was 
designed to accommodate a family with a young child with 
special needs. The house is fully equipped to provide a safe 
and comfortable environment for the whole family, for now 
and in the future.  

Hunter wins two national housing awards 

New tax rules for property sales 
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SOLID PROPERTY, SOLID 
INVESTMENT - DON’T MISS OUT!
When a great property and great tenants are matched, they 
make for an investment you’ll want in your portfolio.
Retail Lease 1:
3 year term from 1 July 2015 $14,344pa Gross
Commercial Lease 2:
3 years + 3 years + 3 years from 1 May 2014
$27,489.60pa Gross
Residential Flat: Returning $250 per week
All tenants are high calibre quality businesses that are 
in this property for the long term. The building has been 
meticulously maintained, including new roof recently.
Great glass frontage to The Levee and backs onto the 
Hunter River walk way. You really can’t go past this 
investment for its current return and potential further 
down the track.
Please call Michael Maffey now on 
(0438) 049 366 to arrange an inspection.

Phone: 4933 6299     www.tonycant.com.au

MAITLAND                                      FOR LEASE  
                                         FROM $33, 800 PA NET +GST

CENTRALLY LOCATED OFFICE SPACE 
IN CBD OF MAITLAND.
This open plan office beckons you!
•  5m frontage to Elgin Street
•  Open plan set up
•  Own kitchenette & amenities
•  Ducted air conditioning plus split systems
•  Ready to occupy now
Please call Michael Maffey on (0438) 049 366 to 
arrange your inspection of this fine stand-alone office space.

MAITLAND                              FOR SALE 
                                                              $420,000 + GST

CENTRAL MAITLAND LOCATION - 
PERFECT INVESTMENT NOW “THE 
LEVEE” WORKS ARE COMPLETE.
Currently tenanted to Sports Apparel & Footwear business
• Quality building in exceptional location
•  Air Conditioned
• 1 Year lease from 9 November 2015 with 1 year option
•  Passing income $35,000pa + GST + Outgoings
•  Separate kitchen & amenities area
If your business needs to be close to the MI Motorway, 
you cannot go past this excellent facility
This is a quality investment located at the start of 
the Maitland Levee precinct. Worth a look by astute 
investors. Call Michael Maffey on 
(0438) 049 366 now so you don’t miss out!

MAITLAND                              FOR SALE
                                                                          $780,000

LETS US KNOW 
ABOUT YOUR 

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

Sales through Raine & Horne 
Commercial

Raine & Horne Commercial has reported 
a number of significant recent sales in the 
Hunter.
2 Smith Street, Charlestown was sold 
by Steven Dick as a growing concern for 
$1,300,000. The property is a fully leased 
investment with four tenancies and large 
on-site car park.
 

 

74 Fern Street, Islington was an interesting 
sale by Jason Morris fetching $440,000 – 
a record suburb warehouse price.

38 Annie Street, Wickham was sold by 
Jason Morris for $450,000 + GST and this 
was another record suburb warehouse 
price.
 

 

1/2  Frost Drive, Mayfield West was sold 
by Paul Tilden as a growing concern to 
an owner-occupier for expanding their 
business. It fetched $580,000.
 

 

Suite 2/18 Throsby Street, Wickham was 
sold by Jason Morris for $755,000. This 
was a brand new ground floor commercial 
office suite with five undercover car parks

 

37 Munibung Road, Cardiff, a 2,082 sqm 
block of near level industrial land, was sold 
by Alan Tonks for $385,500 + GST
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The sad fact is that most businesses in Australia do not have 
a good exit strategy. In fact many do not seen to have any exit 
strategy at all.

All too often unexpectedly health or other circumstances mean 
that business owners are placed in the situation of suddenly 
having to quickly exit their business. The result is inevitably a 
much lower value business and lower sale price. Sometimes the 
business is not valued at all by the market and it just closes.

It is always wise to have a planned exit strategy so that you can 
achieve the maximum return for your hard work and also have 
the satisfaction of seeing your business continue. Many of the 
processes involved in making a good exit plan will also provide 
immediate benefits to the operation of your business.

So what does a good exit plan involve? In essence, it is to make 
it a saleable business with ongoing value.

You cannot be the business. Your knowledge and experience 
must be “hard-wired” into the business in systems, knowledge 
bases and staff that make the business work without you. 
In many ways, you plan to make yourself redundant so that 
operations can continue without your presence. It is often wise 
to have a second-in-charge that can be trained to take the point 
where they can run the business without you.

A buyer is much more likely to be attracted to a business that can 
continue operating almost seamlessly from one owner to another.

Have a good long hard look at the business. Are there major 
deficiencies that are holding it back? What do you need to do to 
improve the business? Be open to ideas such as external equity, 
perhaps a business partner, to take the business to the next level. 
A part share of a valuable asset can be worth much more than a 
full share of a mediocre asset.

Be willing to ask for external help as to what you need to do to 
make your business more saleable. Your accountant, a business 
adviser and an experienced business broker are all valuable 
sources of help.

Lastly, try to be objective. The business may well be your “baby” 
that you started and/or grew but you can’t let emotion rule your 
head. Potential buyers won’t pay for your emotional attachment.

Exit strategies are complex and individual. These are just a few 
points to consider.

The biggest piece of advice is if you don’t have an exit strategy 
start one and once you have one, keep advancing and updating 
it so that you will be suitably rewarded for your hard work when it 
becomes the time to sell.

Does your business plan have 
an exit strategy?

Craig Lowth of Wilsons Business Brokers recently facilitated the 
sale of Jeff’s Jerky, the beef jerky manufacturing business based at 
Redhead. It was purchased by Luke Searle of Eleebana.

Luke has big plans for the local brand which shot to popularity in 
many local hotels and vending machines over the last 2 years.

Fans of the Jerky brand will be glad to hear Luke is using the 
same much loved recipe and has already started manufacturing 
new batches and invested in new technology to enable larger 
production runs.

New owner for Jeff’s Jerky

NEWCASTLE      •       SYDNEY        •      PERTH
W: www.linkara.com.au       P: 1300 766 631

We are a boutique business comprising a team of 
professionals who gain a thorough understanding of your 
business, balance sheet and capital & debt requirements 

to present a comprehensive package to lenders to 
provide solutions for your lending requirements.

Affiliated with FAST, one of the largest aggregators 
in the finance broking industry in Australia and so 

accessing a large array of quality lenders.

Construction & Development 

Business & Consumer Asset Finance

Business Loans 

Funding for Commercial Properties
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Adult Services 
Price $149,000 WIWO

Located within Newcastle’s CBD, the business offers seven rooms 
available, seven part time girls on roster and three part time receptionist. 
Uniquely the business can be operated at arms length.  A cash business 
with financials available. Fully licensed to operate 24/7, though currently 
only operating 6pm to late with 12 Surveillance Cameras & 4 Security 
Monitors. Close to clubs, pubs, restaurants and good public transport . 
A good solid lease until February 2022. Providing their clients a very high 
class service for more than 15 Years.

Wholesale and Retail Butchery 
Price $290,000 + Stock

Excellent stable returns, local landmark business, fantastic Main street 
location with plenty of easily accessible off street parking, long term lease 
in place, includes plant and equipment for Pickling, curing, pasteurising 
Smoke house, refrigerated delivery vehicle and long list of loyal wholesale 
clients with regular orders and a pristine retail shop with a stable team and 
systems in place. Any inspection will not disappoint, walk in and take over 
what is arguably the best butcher shop in the Hunter Valley Region. 

Sounds too good to be true! 
Price $145,000 + Stock  
Import and retail business with contracted store agreements for supply 
of Uniforms. A Dream opportunity, perfect for an organised manager, to 
walk into a business that requires limited work per week from the owner 
and produces good stable profits with retail presence in 6 locations (3 
under formal contract as the sole supplier). Very few garments require 
any manual labour (90% of garments produced as completed product off-
shore) with some minor fabric cutting required, any sewing is outsourced. 
This component can also be imported if the new owner would prefer. 

Brand New Restaurant & Cocktail Bar  
Price $95,000 neg + Stock

Exciting, vibrant brand new restaurant / cocktail bar located in one of 
Newcastle’s prime restaurant strips. Featuring indoor and outdoor seating 
and is currently trading from breakfast till late, 7 days, with all day breakfast. 
A 2 year old full commercial kitchen together with brand new quality 
furnishings and fit out ensure that an inspection will not disappoint. The 
business is currently managed by a single working director. Don’t miss out 
on this opportunity where all the hard work has been done for you.

Buy the business, get the extra 30hrs spare time for free. 
Price $100,000 WIWO

This business is run at ‘arm’s length’ with the owners input limited to one day 
a week of administrative work. Staff are employed on a casual basis, they 
are experienced, reliable and handle all the manual labour. A new owner 
could continue to employ all, or none or the current staff. This businesses 
client list includes 81 commercial & 14 domestic properties. Almost all 
clients pay by direct credit. The business has a long history of growing 
returns and will likely be sold very quickly. A rare opportunity to sway the 
work life balance scale in your favour and maintain a high standard of living.

Beachside Restaurant 
Price $115,000 Negotiable 

Located on the shores of Fingal Bay Beach and set in the new Fingal Bay 
Surf Club, this licensed restaurant and function centre boasts the most 
amazing views across Fingal Bay. This location is hard to beat as a function 
venue & restaurant with extensive off street parking, full commercial kitchen, 
large wrap around balconies overlooking the beach, together with quality 
furnishings & fitout that an inspection will not disappoint. Capable of seating 
250 and with approximately 55,000 patrons last year, all the hard work in 
establishing this business has been done.
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Craig Lowth
Wilsons Business Brokers
 

I have a friend (to preserve his privacy, we will call him Terry). 
You may think this story sounds familiar; you may even know a 
Terry in your life.

Terry worked for three companies in the same industry his whole 
life.  He found that as he got older, whilst his career progressed – It 
wasn’t very fulfilling. One day, though, Terry’s world changed when his 
company made the decision to downsize and move all operations to 
another site in a different capital city.

Upon reflection, Terry recalls that moment in time as both the 
most terrifying and yet most energising time of his life. Today, 
Terry is a successful entrepreneur and if you met him you would 
never believe that he worked in a large company answering to 
a boss, for many years. This doesn’t come easy and there are a 
few key points that the first time small business owner needs to 
understand when buying a small business.

Here are Terry’s tips for purchasing or starting a small business are:
1.   Focus on something you enjoy doing and have a passion for; 
      when you love what you do, you will never ‘work’ a day in 
      your life.
2.  Do your research! Learn as much about your chosen 
      industry as you can.  At Wilson’s Business Broking, we often 
      have prospective buyers jumping from one business to the 
      next, with comments such as “That sounds easy, how much 
      do they want?” and “I could do that, how much does this 
      business make?”.
      I prefer to sit down with prospective buyers and try to get 
      to know who they are and what makes them tick. People 
      are going to be more successful in business if they have a 
      natural connection to a certain area or personality trait that is 

      linked to that industry.  Do you like working with your hands? 
      Are you an introvert or extrovert? Do you enjoy being in the 
      public eye, or would you rather be a quiet achiever?
3.  When looking at a potential business to purchase, look for 
      historical stability as well as growth prospects. Good 
      businesses have a track record of stable revenues and net 
      takeout for the owners. Also, recognise the value of working 
      fewer hours for a reasonable return.
4.  Surround yourself with experienced people who fill the void 
      of your knowledge gaps. Accountants, other family members, 
      industry groups, trusted advisors. Pay for the best advice you 
      can afford and listen to it.  
5.  There are other things that also help, including formal 
      learning, setting strategic goals, employing business coaches. 
      Get systems in place for your administrative work, play to 
      your strengths and employ people to fill the gaps.
The truth (as many of us know) is that a small business is hard 

work and it can be very challenging; but also very rewarding, both 
emotionally and financially.

 
For further information contact Craig Lowth on (02) 4962 3388, 

email craiglowth@wilsons.com.au or visit www.wilsons.com.au
 

 

Mid life change - buying that business you always wanted

Craig Lowth holds a degree in Economics and 
Finance, and had a long career in business and 
commercial banking, as well as working in 
small business in the accommodation industry. 
Craig has had exposure to a very broad range 
of businesses and has wide networks in finance, 
business and accounting sectors.
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The Minister for Education and Training, Senator the Hon. Simon 
Birmingham, has announced that if re-elected, the government 
will support the development of a new, world-class UON Central 
Coast Medical School and Health and Medical Research Institute 
in Gosford.

The government’s $32.5 million commitment means 
cutting-edge education and research facilities will become 
the centrepiece of a new Health and Wellbeing Precinct to be 
developed at Gosford Hospital.

The commitment by the Commonwealth leverages the $20 
million investment by the NSW Government and the $20 
million investment by the University of Newcastle. UON has 
also committed 30 of its existing medical places per year to the 
Medical School, a key catalyst for the initiative.

Vice-Chancellor Professor Caroline McMillen said the Minister’s 
announcement creates exceptional new opportunities for the 
whole region.

The new facilities will contain a Medical School – based on 
UON’s existing, world-class medical school – and an affiliated 
Health and Medical Research Institute co-located on the site of 

The Business Centre has extended its range of services to 
support business and is now offering two qualifications through 
the NSW Government’s Smart and Skilled initiative. Qualifications 
include a Certificate III in Micro Business Operations and 
Certificate IV in Small Business Management.

The courses are suitable for anyone looking to gain the 
knowledge and skills in small business management and 
operations to start a business, find a job or advance their career. The 
qualifications are also suited to business owners looking to upskill 
their team members, or for those who may have faced redundancy 
and are now considering contracting their services.

The course offerings complement The Business Centre’s 
comprehensive range of services supporting small business. It 
also provides students with the valuable opportunity of obtaining 
nationally recognised qualifications from a highly-reputable organisation 
with over 30 years’ experience working to support business.

Both qualifications are offered via flexible delivery including 
face-to-face and online mode. Training subsidies of up to 95% for 
eligible participants are also available.

The courses are particularly valuable for businesses, where the success of an organisation can 
be greatly determined by the ability of business owners and staff to talk to prospects, clients, 
suppliers and colleagues.

David Collins is well known in the Hunter for his time working on Newcastle radio, firstly at 
2HD from 1991 to 1999 as Programme Director and breakfast announcer and then at KO FM 
from 2000 to 2015, including one half of David & Tanya, the longest running and most 
successful breakfast team in the history of Australian radio. Prior to coming to Newcastle 
he worked from 1979 to1991 at 2WS in Sydney covering many shifts including Breakfast 
and Drive as well as conducting major interviews and writing and producing all the 
station promos.

After his extensive career in media, David was looking for a new challenge that could
 utilise his comprehensive skill set. He realised that although there were many 
businesses offering training in sales techniques and motivation, there was a massive 
gap in teaching skills in communication.

As David says “How we talk to each other and interact forms a vital part of our 
everyday lives, either in the workplace or at home.

“There are plenty of very smart people who find it very difficult to actually 
communicate.

“What we do, is give you the skills to talk to other people, either one-on-one, 
on the phone and even how to address a group.

“Talking to a room full of people can be a daunting and confronting situation 
and we give you the skill and confidence to overcome those fears.

“These days, even talking properly on the phone can be the difference 
between winning and losing, because that’s often the first impression we create.”

Better Communicators offers three specific programmes designed to suit any 
number of people from 6 to 100 people and the main objective is to teach clients 
how to get the best out of  their interactions via the art of better communication.
 

Training in the art of communications

Extended course range at 
The Business Centre

Funding 
announcement 
for UON Central 
Coast medical 
facilities

the redeveloping Gosford Hospital, with some research projects 
based at Wyong Hospital. The announcement means a total of 
$72.5 million of capital investment will be a catalyst for enhanced 
integrated healthcare, innovation and new opportunities for the 
Central Coast.

It is expected that the UON Central Coast Medical School and 
Health and Medical Research Institute will be completed late 2018 
or early 2019.

Former radio personality David Collins has established a business to help clients improve 
their oral communications skills. Better Communicators is designed to help anyone who can 
benefit from improved communications skills, including those dealing with the public, making 
presentations, talking with clients, wanting to improve their interview skills and much more.
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Globalisation and smart technology is changing the way we live 
and shaping our future. Jobs are evolving and people are a key 
commodity. Educating young people – our future workforce - is 
critical to the Hunter’s performance in a global economy.

RDA Hunter’s ME Program addresses the region’s requirement for 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) qualified, 
job ready young people. The STEM focused, skills and workforce 
development program links industry with schools to make STEM 
curriculum interesting and workplace-relevant while providing 
industry with qualified, motivated and career 
aware candidates.

Since the Program’s implementation in 2010, 
the region has seen subject participation 
increase, results improve and STEM subjects 
become a first choice for students. These 
outstanding results are due, in part, to the 
school based, industry focused activities 
implemented as part of the Program.

This program of events will be expanded in 
2016-17 to include STEM-ships – scholarships 
for Hunter students in year 10, 11 and 12 to 
enter a pre-employment STEM program; the 
BAE Systems Aeronautical Careers Day which 
will engage 360 students from 16 Hunter high 
schools in hands-on STEM activities at BAE 
Systems as well as tours of Fighter World and 
Aeronautical Velocity Challenge activities: and 
the Quberider program that engages students in 
experiments which help solve STEM based real-
world problems on the international space station.

0455 022 888 

 
We offer effective 

and comprehensive 
communication skills for small 

to large groups with one of 
Newcastle and the Hunter’s 

most respected and successful 
media personalities, 

David Collins.

 

W: www.bettercommunicators.com.au
E: info@bettercommunicators.com.au

FOR INFORMATION ON COURSES WE 
OFFER CONTACT MICHAEL REDMOND

Find out how YOUR people can get the most from your clients and staff by contacting us today.

The ME Program is also supporting Hunter schools through a 
two year major sponsorship of the Hunter Electric Vehicle Festival. 
The EV Festival helps promote STEM careers and clean energy 
manufacturing in the Hunter. A component of the ME Program’s 
support includes funding for schools to purchase equipment 
which enables them to participate in various Festival activities 
including building solar powered cars and electric bicycles.
 

ME Program building a STEM workforce
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Quality learning that is diverse,  
affordable and accessible 

www.weahunter.edu.au                            4925 4200

IS LEADING THE WAY IN DELIVERING  

EDUCATION THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF LEARNERS,  

BOTH ON CAMPUS AND IN THEIR OWN SPACE.

BUSINESS  |  VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING  |  LIFESTYLE  |  ONLINE  |  COMMUNITY

Educational pathways are more diverse and accessible with the 
traditional areas of higher education, vocational (VET)and lifestyle 
learning providing plenty of choice, improved pathways and fee 
assistance.

Best known for its specialist offerings in lifestyle programs and 
short courses WEA Hunter has continued to evolve and expand 
to meet the ever changing needs of its customers and the wider 
community.

WEA Hunter General Manager, Rowan Radvan, said that most 
recently this included expansion into the Mid North Coast, Hunter 
Valley, the introduction of specialised qualification training and 
further expansion of the highly regarded Alesco School model 
across the state.

"WEA Hunter is a competitive and quality provider of education 
that is diverse, affordable, flexible and multimarket suitable," Ms 
Radvan said.

“WEA is very proud of its role within the larger education landscape. 
Our aim is to provide options that might not be offered by others and 
to work with other VET providers to provide the right education and 
training pathways for our community,” Ms Radvan said.

“This means finding niche markets and meeting areas of skills 
demand,’ she said.

WEA Hunter provides education to thousands of people and has 
introduced a range of new VET and higher education products 

that are designed to meet emerging skills area needs while at 
the same time creating WEA Hunter centers of excellence in skills 
markets not already offered in the region.

This year the first cohort of the Diploma of Musical Theatre 
students will graduate with many students already wining roles 
in productions locally and nationally. Demand for the course 
continues in 2016 with the second cohort of students already well 
into their second term of study.

In 2016 WEA also introduced a number of additional accredited 
courses in aged and independent living skills to meet industry 
demand.

Part of this work has also been to become approved to offer 
students VET FEE-HELP. VET FEE-HELP is a Commonwealth 
supported loan scheme that helps eligible VET students pay 
their tuition fees for higher-level VET qualifications. It is now 
available to WEA Hunter's existing and new students, for all full 
qualifications at Diploma level and above.

WEA also offers quality higher learning options in the areas of 
business, marketing, naturopathy, nutritional medicine, herbal 
medicine, training design and development, as well as a range 
of lifestyle courses and quality secondary education programs 
through Alesco.

WEA Hunter (Workers Educational Association Hunter) is the 5th 
largest provider of community based adult learning in NSW.

More choice in education pathways critical for regional growth
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Skills that are helping shape the region’s employment and 
business landscapes have been highlighted in the annual 2016 
Hunter TAFE Awards.

Hunter TAFE presented 36 awards as part of its annual Awards 
in front of a crowd of more than 190 students, business and 
community leaders on Friday 6 May.

The Awards, which are supported by more than 19 industry and 
business partners, included the announcement of Industrial Design 
graduate, Oliver Bamford, from Mayfield as the winner of the 2016 
Hunter TAFE Student of the Year Award and Medal of Excellence.

In 2015, Oliver completed the Advanced Diploma of Industrial 
Design. His passion for design and high-level application skills 
placed him at the top level of his cohort. Oliver has displayed 
great leadership and collaboration, working with fellow students 
to design and manufacture the 2015 Hunter TAFE trophy, which 
was presented at last year’s awards. He has also collaborated 
with fashion design students to apply industrial laser cutting 
techniques to cut garment fabrics.

Oliver is now completing the final year of the Industrial Design 
program at the University of Newcastle to gain his bachelor 
Degree and has secured employment with Robotic Systems in 
Newcastle where he is designing drone housing components.

Hunter TAFE also announced that the 2016 Creative Industries, 
Fashion and Media Award winner, Samuel Munt was also the winner 
of the 2016 Highly Commended Award. Samuel completed the 
Advanced Diploma of Screen and Media at Hunter TAFE during 
which he produced a fantastic body of works, including a 10-minute 
animation that has been used for a pilot TV series.

The Central Coast Local Health District was recognised with the 
2016 Industry Partnership Award for its collaboration with Hunter 
TAFE to deliver a number of training programs including a School 
Based Aboriginal Trainee Program and a new Aboriginal Health 
Practitioner Program.

Winners of the 2016 Alumni Awards were:
• Dr Melanie Hayes, Dental Hygiene Lead Lecturer at the 
    University of Melbourne, for her Contribution to Business;
• Andy Meier, Director of Strategic Minds Communications, as 
    the winner of the Contribution to Community; and
• Peter Ives, Site Foreman at North Construction, as the winner 
    of the Emerging Talent Award.
Hunter TAFE Institute Director, Christine Warrington, said that 

the 2016 Awards highlighted the value of industry relevant 
vocational education and training.

“The awards are a true representation of the diversity and 
breadth of skills learning, educational pathways and support 
services that are offered across our footprint both on the Central 
Coast and in the Hunter” Ms Warrington said.

"Importantly these awards also recognise the way that our 
graduates are using the skills that they have learnt at Hunter TAFE 
to build the future business and economies for our regions,” Ms 
Warrington said.
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Want to dip your toe in  
some training for free?
Hunter tafe now offers  
fee free* courses!
You can now try a new area of study, 
find out if a career area is for you  
and upskill your workforce.

Contact us to find out what 
courses are available.

*This training is fully subsidised by the NSW Government. You must meet eligibility criteria for 
training subsidised by the NSW Government. Fee-free courses are based on qualifications listed 
on the 2016 NSW Skills List, and have been developed to provide employment outcomes or lead to 
further study. Provider 90002 TAFE NSW Hunter Institute. See website for full program details.

 Google Hunter TAFE   
 Call 131 225

Connect with us

 

TAFE Awards showcase skills

Winner of the 2016 Hunter TAFE 
Student of the Year Award and 

Medal of Excellence, Oliver Bamford
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Minister for Regional Development, Skills and Small Business 
John Barilaro, was special guest at HVTC’s Excellence Awards 
presentation in April. The awards showcase the exceptional 
achievements of HVTC apprentices, trainees and host businesses. 
Award winners are selected from finalists nominated from across 
the company’s ten regional offices.

Novocastrian Electrical was awarded the Small Host Employer 
of the Year Award. The company has been working with HVTC 
for five years providing host employment opportunities for 
apprentices and trainees. The company’s internal training 
programs complement HVTC’s targeted skills training and 
comprehensive on the job experience has equipped apprentices 
and trainees with valuable skills and qualifications that have 
provided strong foundations for rewarding careers.

Twenty-three year old Phillip Hyde from Mount Hutton took out 
the prestigious 2016 HVTC Apprentice of the Year Award. With a 
strong interest in pursuing a career in engineering, Phillip recently 
completed a Certificate III in Engineering – Mechanical Trade 
and an Advanced Diploma in Engineering (Mechanical) whilst 
completing his apprenticeship with host employer Centennial 
Coal at its Mandalong Mine.

Twenty-two year old Anthony Mudd from East Maitland, who 
undertook a Certificate III in Electrotechnology – Electrician, was 
named 2016 Regional Training Organisation (RTO) Student of the 
Year. Nineteen year old Shelby Medhurst from Denman, who is 
completing a Certificate III in Mobile Plant Technology, took out 
the 2016 RTO Rising Star Award. Both Anthony and Shelby are 
employed with Glencore.

Nineteen year old Samuel Davies from Maryland took out the 
2016 RTO Encouragement Award. Samuel has also undertaken 
a Certificate III in Electrotechnology – Electrician with employer 
Origin Energy.

 

Newcastle Master
Builders Apprentices

The Apprentice and Trainee Specialists

The Master Builders Group Schemes are the specialists in providing high quality 
Apprentices and Trainees to the Building and Construction Industry. Our Apprenticeship 
Specialist’s will assist you to add valuable personnel additions to your business.

Please contact our friendly staff on how we can assist your business and together help 
reduce trade skill shortages!

For further information on our group scheme or to apply for an Apprenticeship

please call 4979 0175.
The Newcastle Master Builders Association Serving Newcastle and the Hunter Valley Since 1874

G6785033AA-020514

 

Ten Hunter TAFE students graduated from the Indigenous Police 
Recruitment Our Way Delivery (IPROWD) program on 20 May in a 
special ceremony in Newcastle.

The event was attended by senior NSW Police officials, teachers, 
mentors, Aboriginal leaders, family and friends, but the real stars 
of the event were the 10 indigenous students who took turns to 
tell the audience of their trials and triumphs while taking part in 
the specialist training program developed to help local Aboriginal 
people gain entry to the NSW Police Academy in Goulburn.

The overwhelming message from the 10 IPROWD graduates was 
of pride in their achievements, support for their fellow classmates, 
and excitement for the journey ahead to gain entry into the NSW 
Police Academy and ultimately, to throw their hats up on the 
parade ground at their Police Academy Attestation.

Eight of the 10 graduates have already applied for entry to the 
Goulburn Academy, their next step to becoming police officers.

The event was made even more special for two graduates, 
Wiradjuri woman, Gemma Stopps from Dubbo, and Darkinjung 
man, Ben Hand from San Remo, who were both honoured with 
the Peter Gibbs Award. The Award is named after Mr Gibbs who 
developed the IPROWD program in 2008 in an effort to enhance 
Police and Indigenous Community relations after his sister Fiona 
Gibbs died in police custody in 1997.

The IPROWD program covers Aboriginal studies, police studies, 
communication, computer skills, numeracy and literacy as well as 
excursions to sites including the Goulburn NSW Police Academy, 
Newcastle Court House, a number of Police Stations, and the 
Bulgandry aboriginal art site at Kariong.  Students receive a 
Certificate III in Vocational and Study Pathways upon completion.

Graduates will relocate to Dubbo to study a five week University 
Certificate of Workforce Essentials at Charles Sturt University, a 
mandatory requirement for all NSW Police Force applicants.

The program is supported by the Australian Government and 
the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet.
 

IPROWD students ready to step up

HVTC Excellence Awards
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Brent Perkins
DFK Crosbie

 
With the current Global business environment and potential 

competitors worldwide, every business action needs to have 
specific goals and purpose in mind to ensure long term 
prosperity. Business owners should be able to answer the 
following questions with clarity and without any hesitation.

• Do you have a clear strategy that differentiates yourself from 
     your competitors?
• Is this strategy reflected in the Ethos throughout the business?
• Is your Business brand easily communicated in the market place?
• Do you have someone specifically responsible for digital business?
• Do you avoid procrastination in completing necessary 
    business strategies?
From our experience, businesses who can clearly articulate 

their strategy, ethos and market position with a coherent process 
supporting the strategy, usually have greater success in increasing 
business value, addressing business succession issues and 
providing work life balance for stakeholders. In an increasingly 
competitive world dominated by a higher level of commercial 
risk, many businesses are focusing resources on formulating a 
strategic business plan, which is a step-by-step guide articulating 
how the business goals and objectives are to be achieved. 

The process of planning a strategy itself is an important vehicle 
for setting priorities, making investment decisions, laying out 
growth plans and developing meaningful action plans that can 
and should evolve over time.

A strategic plan should include the following: -
1.  High-level strategy: Strategy is focus on the vision and 
      long term objectives of the business and should differentiate 
      yourself from your peers.  It guides your growth, assigns 
      priorities enables you to work towards your strengths and 
      away from your weaknesses.
2.  Actions beyond the strategy: In the real world, strategy 
      by itself isn’t enough. It’s just too easy to develop strategy 
      and then forget about it. A strategic business plan should 
      be based on specific actions that make the strategy realistic, 
      able to be implemented and are measurable in a consistent 
      manner.
3.  Specific responsibilities, activities, deadlines, and budgets: 
      These milestones are the bricks and mortar of business 
      planning, critical to business success, providing the basis for 
      accountability and measurement of the success of the 
      strategies. Budgets will be key in identifying the financial 
      resources required for planned growth and any capital 
      investment.

www.dfkcrosbie.com.au

P 02 4923 4000
E theteam@dfkcrosbie.com.au

• Accounting • Business Services • Audit
• Superannuation • Wealth Management • Finance

Providing accounting 
and business advice 
for over 50 years.

The strategic planning process needs to be more than a “good 
governance” exercise that adds real value. The process should 
challenge existing practices, foster debate before decisions 
are made and involve various levels of staff below the board or 
owners to ensure all have confidence in the strategies formulated 
and the likelihood of success. In our experience it also results in 
businesses addressing their weaknesses and taking advantage of 
opportunities including grants and taxation incentives.

We find that many business owners often don’t know where to 
start. Having someone external to the business, with experience 
in strategic business planning, facilitate the process and provide 
documentation and ongoing monitoring allows the owners to 
have a greater level of focus.

 
For further information, contact DFK Crosbie on 4923 4000, email 

brent.p@dfkcrosbie.com.au or visit www.dfkcrosbie.com.au
 
 
 
 

 

Strategy – Does your business have clear purpose and market appeal?

Brent Perkins is a partner at 
DFK Crosbie with over 25 years’ 
experience in providing strategic 
business advice, working with 
clients to facilitate and develop 
realistic and achievable business 
plans.
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Daniel Evans
Macquarie Business Banking
 

Many small businesses start with a great idea and nothing to 
lose. But as they find success and grow, scale can be both an 
opportunity and a hindrance.

As Macquarie’s Head of Business Banking Dean Firth said “when 
you reach a point you have something to lose, you often become 
a bit safe. You may become complacent about the way your 
market operates, you may be encumbered by the environment 
you’re operating in.”

Adopting an entrepreneurial mindset is crucial in a fast-paced 
economy. But it can be challenging to balance that mindset with 
the needs of a growing enterprise. Where we’ve seen our own 
clients succeed, it’s because they have managed to achieve that 
balance and create an ‘entrepreneurial enterprise.’

Firth defines an entrepreneur as someone who “puts their own 
capital at risk with the hope of a future return.”

This is a mindset Macquarie understands instinctively, having 
opened its doors as a business of just three people 45 years ago. 
Today, Macquarie is a global business operating in 28 countries 
around the world.

 A delicate balance between agility and rigour
Firth believes small business embodies the entrepreneurial 

mindset of Australia and the spirit of innovation.
“To grow sustainably, you need to balance the things you’d like 

to be able to do as a larger business with the things you already 
do very well,” he says.

Small businesses are agile and can achieve speed to market, 
but as you grow the potential risk of those quick decisions can be 
greater – and this causes tension.

It’s the pull between ownership and accountability, and 
operational efficiency. Between bold innovation and robust risk 
management, agility and scalability.

An entrepreneurial enterprise needs to find an even keel. Here 
are seven ways you can apply this thinking into your business.

 1. Be patient
      You need the foresight to persevere through short term 
      challenges for longer term gains. Keep an eye on the bigger 
      picture and stay true to your strategy. That may mean 
      starting small and slowing down the pace.
 2. Grow expertise by building your business organically
      “When Macquarie provides small business owners with  
      equity investment to grow into an adjacent market, we 
      ensure they have expertise in that area first,” explains Firth. So 
      if you’re considering growth in a new area, you may need to 
      invest in specific expertise to avoid costly errors of judgment.
      It’s worth spending time on careful, strategic organic growth 
      as it could have a lasting impact. “A simple idea that focuses 
      on client needs may eventually become a much larger part of 
      your business,” he adds.
 3. Be disciplined with cost management
      It’s essential to be rigorous with the financial details, 
      especially in the early phase of any new business. By keeping 
      unnecessary costs to a minimum and always looking for the 
      return on investment on any new investment, you establish a 
      framework for efficient, focused growth.
 4. Hire industry experts where needed 
      Firth says successful entrepreneurs are distinguished by their 
      ability to actively seek out opinions that may contradict their 
      own. “They understand they don’t have all the answers.”
      Partner with the best expertise you can find or bring it in house.
 5. Empower your people
      Research has found human capital is more valuable than 
      physical capital, and it’s essential to invest in your people, 
      empowering them to become more productive and engaged.
      “At Macquarie, our leaders don’t try to pick the next big 

Building an entrepreneurial enterprise: Seven pillars of success

 
Dan Evans is Head of 
Newcastle and Western 
Sydney for Macquarie Business 
Banking. He has over 13 
years’ experience in advising 
clients from a wide variety 
of industries on acquisition 
funding, strategy and business 
improvement.

      opportunity,” notes Firth. “We ask our staff to, because they’re 
      closest to their clients.”
      He says relationship knowledge is just as important as sector 
      knowledge. “Clients want to work with people who were 
      there for the last transaction. So when you invest in your staff 
      you’re investing in those relationships.”
 6. Keep the essence of your business alive
      Don’t lose sight of the things that have made your business a 
      success. What are the principles you live and work by? 
      “Remember why you first backed yourself,” says Firth. “That’s 
      how you can keep the entrepreneurial spark alive.”
 7. Stay on top of new technologies and innovations
      Digital disruption is changing the game in just about every 
      sector of the economy. Its human nature to fear the 
      unknown, but approaching this with a positive mindset can 
      make all the difference.
      Consider how technology makes new things possible – what 
      could your business become? Firth suggests taking a step 
      back and thinking about how you’d do things differently if 
      you were to start your business again today.

     What characterises a ‘high impact’ entrepreneur?

     1.  Market leading – look for growth through innovation
     2.  Growth aspiration – interested in scale
     3.  Flexible – can respond and evolve to changes in markets 
           and as their life cycle changes
    4.  Opportunistic – ready to seize new opportunities, stay on 
          top of new technology and innovations
    5.  Never stand alone – seek the right partnerships and advice. 
          Hire industry experts and empower people.

  For further information contact Macquarie Business Banking 
on (02) 4960 4000, email dan.evans@macquarie.com or
visit www.macquariebank.com
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Wayne Banks
Ignite Alliance
 

Grants and Tax concessions – have you thought about them 
as part of your business plan and strategy? With the federal 
government’s push to support innovation and the ideas boom 
incentive, there is no better time. 

Big business has taken advantage of federal funds for a long 
time.  However, as the big end of town continues to fire people 
to improve profit, it is small to medium businesses that are hiring 
people and keeping the economy ticking over.

The federal government has acknowledged this shift with a 
range of support for SMEs from tax concessions to grants, the 
$20,000 capital write-off and many more.

The most under-utilised is the research and development tax 
incentive, which is a tax-offset between 40% and 45%. Last year, 
the federal government handed out 14,000 R&D incentives. It is 
estimated that approximately 76 % of small businesses eligible for 
it don’t claim it. 

It is because they are unaware of it or think they are not eligible 
or believe “it’s all too hard”.

Let’s blow some of these fallacies out of the water.
The research and development tax incentive is a way to 

recuperate a fair portion of your investment into R&D of new 
products, services and technology within Australia. 

These products, services and technology can be from any 
industry. This is not just about science, medicine and software. To 
date, industries that have been successful include engineering, 
accounting, finance, recruitment, solar, electrical, mining, health, 
education, agriculture, technology, biotechnology, marketing and 
construction –you name it, every industry has innovation.

The common denominator is a new method, idea or product. 
Australians are innovative  – we invented the Hills Hoist, Victa lawn 
mower, cochlear ear, code for wifi and black box flight recorder, to 
name a few.  

To invent a new method, idea or product; money needs to spent 
on creating, trialling and testing it.  If you have built something 
new you usually have spent dollars on this innovation. If it is 
$20,000 or more you could be eligible for this incentive.

Attention Business Owners:
Are you missing out on more profit and time?

“Clear, precise & easy!  Feel motivated 
to now put this into practice.”  
                     Jonathon Wilson, Slattery Auctions

The First Friday Club is a short, sharp monthly burst of 
information, inspiration and motivation all about how 
to run your business more effectively.

“Short, sharp & to the point 
with plenty to take away”
     

Book Now at: firstfridayclub.com.au
Supported by:

 Anthony Furniss, EJE Architecture

The application needs to be lodged with your company tax 
return, so incentives for the financial year 14/15 closed in April. 
However, you can start and plan for next year.  Some of these 
plans will need to be in place by June 30, as you need to have 
certain criteria to be eligible such as being a company and paying 
yourself a salary.

There are many SMEs that would qualify, you will be amazed 
at what is deemed as innovation, Some people are shocked that 
they have never done it before or been advised to do it.

It is important that you receive the right advice and application 
support from advisors, who specialise in grant applications.  Some 
advisors have free assessments and only charge a success fee.

With the government’s latest push to support SMEs, it is much 
easier to access the R&D tax incentive and receive a leg up for 
your business through money back from the tax office.

 
For more information email wayne@ignitealliance.com.au or 

go to Ignite Alliance’s grant specific website ignitegrants.com.au or 
phone 1300 224 686.
 

Be innovative with your business plan

Wayne Banks is a founder of Ignite 
Alliance – a boutique accounting, 
planning and advisory business, 
which focuses on small and medium 
size businesses and has offices in 
Sydney and Newcastle. Wayne has 
30 years’ experience in business 
advisory; he started in accounting, 
up skilled in the software technology 
sector before being a chief finance 
officer for GHD in Newcastle. A 
year ago, he co-founded the Ignite 
Alliance to help make the complex 
in business simple and support 
businesses to create more of the two 
scarcest resources – time and money.
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Melissa Archer
Archer Business Consulting
 

 It’s funny how when I ask business owners where they are going 
on holiday, their response is so certain.

Their vacation is all planned out, day by day. They have usually 
decided which sights and attractions they will visit; how many 
days they are staying in each location; even the time of their 
flights.

You probably do the same when planning for your holidays. You 
research the best hotels, airlines, and time of the year to travel to 
your dream destination. Like most savvy vacationers, you usually 
compare prices and plan your budget accordingly.

Often, you’ll engage the services of a travel agent to assist 
you with these tasks. You know that you can benefit from their 
experience and insider knowledge. You also feel comfortable 
knowing that if something goes wrong, you have someone to 
help you sort out flight problems or accommodation mix-ups.

So, why is it, as business owners, we don’t plan where we 

want our business to be in one, five or 10 years’ time? Isn’t the 
livelihood of our business more important than the two-week 
holiday we take once a year? Doesn’t our ability to take regular 
holidays depend on the continued success of our business?

 Plan where to take your business in 10 years
Look into the future and imagine where you want to see your 

company in one, five, and ten years. Do you see a clear picture? 
Does it look promising?

If it’s vague and uncertain, set aside some time to determine 
where you want your business to be in 10 years’ time.

Choosing your goals well can help point your company to the 
right direction. Your mission is a good starting point when setting 
goals and objectives to tackle over the next decade. Then break 
it down to 5-year and one-year goals, all working towards the 
achievement of your 10-year plan.

From there you can plan what you need to do on a month by 
month, week by week basis to achieve the goals you have set for 
your business.

 Getting started with your 10-year plan
Like engaging a travel agent to plan your holiday, why not 

invest in a business coach or mentor to assist you in setting and 
achieving your short- and long-term goals?

A business mentor is an invaluable resource you can turn to 
when you come across challenges or need encouragement in 
difficult times. They can provide indispensable guidance, advice, 
and solutions that will lead you to the path to success.

Working with an incredible mentor can help bring clarity and 
strength to your vision. You will also accomplish more things 
much quicker than you would be able to do on your own.

So, tell us, what’s keeping you from fulfilling the great vision you 
have for your business?

 
For further information contact Archer Business Consulting on 

(02) 4962 3210, email mel@archerconsulting.com.au or 
visit www.archerconsulting.com.au

Why do we put more effort into planning our holidays than our businesses?

Failing to plan is planning to fail. It’s an old adage that 
we’ve all likely heard, but nonetheless remains hugely 
relevant in the world of business. For more than 30 years 
The Business Centre has been working to support business 
development, offering core workshops and advice on 
planning to assist clients in their ventures. In all that time, 
the fact that starting your own business requires a significant 
amount of research and planning has never changed but how 
you go about it certainly has.

Enter the Business Model Canvas, a strategic management 
and entrepreneurial tool that allows you to efficiently 
develop a clear and comprehensive roadmap for success. 
The proven framework not only allows you to prepare a solid 
plan and consolidate your efforts, but also enables you to test 
your plan thus helping to mitigate risk and improve the chance 
of success.

The plan developed using this process is highly actionable 
and will be one revisited often; not a document left to sit 
gathering dust. It is suitable for those just starting out, as 
well as established business owners looking to effectively 
review and update their overall plan and strategy.

If you’d like to learn more about this practical, time-saving 
tool, The Business Centre regularly delivers a ‘Business 
Planning that Works’ workshop, and also has experienced 
Business Advisors available for one-on-one consultations 
to help you develop your business blueprint for success. 
Consultations are fully subsidised through the NSW 
Government’s Small Biz Connect program.

 
Developing a business blueprint 
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Deneng Pty Ltd has been operating in 
Newcastle for over 35 years supplying 
and servicing dental equipment and has 
recently become part owner of three 
new dental surgeries, the latest being at 
Stockton.

The new surgery together with the 
existing Medowie surgery will cover the 
area from north of the harbour to Karuah.

Each surgery has the latest state of 
the art dental equipment including 
sterilization and X-ray units.

A unique feature of the surgeries is that 
all instruments when sterilized have a 
barcode that allows their sterility to be 
verified and tracked. The system was 
designed by Deneng twenty years ago 
and is the same system that is in operation 
in major hospitals in NSW and Victoria.

Highlite Fitness which has opened at 17 Darby Street, Newcastle 
is said to be the region’s most high tech fitness studio.

It operates group training sessions using the Highlite system 
of training with every session involving Strength, Power, Speed, 
Conditioning and Calorie Smasher elements. Highlite has a focus 
on technology as they believe monitoring is essential to getting 
the best results. Their heart rate monitoring system is used by 
coaches to make sure clients are working in the correct heart rate 
zone.

The facility has been specially designed with new bathrooms 
and showering facilities, custom mood lighting, air conditioning, 
motivational music and a large screen displaying the live data 
from each session.

Equipment includes eight brand new Tru Form Runner 
treadmills which are designed to challenge the entire body while 
burning up to 30% more calories than other treadmills. There 
is also a broad range of other equipment such as wall balls and 
kettlebells in addition to the assault bikes, racks for resistance 
training and many more.

The Highlite system began with outdoor training and the 
outdoor sessions will continue as a fundamental aspect of 
Highlite hi-tech. Clients can choose to train in the studio, 
outdoors at Empire Park, Bar Beach or a combination of both.

To celebrate the opening of the new facility, a limited 
number of scholarships are being awarded to deserving 
young athletes.

Another initiative, the Highlite Hi-Performance Academy (HPA), 
provides junior athletes in the Hunter with elite training programs 
designed to give them the best possible chance of success in 
their chosen sport. The program is perfect for those striving to 
transition from junior sport to the professional realm but also 
suitable for those who simply wish to lay the foundations for 
a life of health and fitness, who are looking to build character, 
confidence and self-esteem. 

HPA is set to run as an after-school program alongside the 
school term. School holiday programs which will cover specific 
areas of health and fitness will also be made available.

To celebrate the opening of the new facility, a limited 
number of scholarships are being awarded to deserving 
young athletes.

High tech fitness studio opens  
Paul Siderovski
SiDCOR Chartered Accountants

 Your wealth can be taken away in an instant. As can your health.
Most of us desire wealth. It can give us freedom of choice, 

happiness, certain life experiences and material things. It can 
feed our ego and give us a sense of power. Building this wealth is 
something many of us want…I certainly do. And we are prepared 
to work hard and forge through the daily grind in order to get there.

I was at a wealth conference in Sun Valley recently in the 
company of several billionaires. One of the greatest take away 
learnings for me was that your wealth can be taken away in an 
instant. And so can your health. Without your health, wealth 
is irrelevant. We all know this but we don’t really appreciate 
it. We take it for granted, especially when we are in overdrive 
achieving and building, and building some more.

Where are you with your health today compared to where 
you want to be? Out of 10 how would you rate your level 
of fitness? Your general health? Then ask yourself the same 
question about your wealth. Where are you compared to 
where you want to be? After all, wherever you put your focus 
your energy goes! Those that focus on making money typically 
are way below in their health from where they want to be.

How do I know? I have been there and when my focus has been 
on building wealth my health has suffered. Get the balance right 
and you will have more wealth that you need and more days to 
enjoy it!

For further information contact SiDCOR on 1300 743 267, 
email paul@sidcor.com.au or visit www.sidcor.com.au

 

 

 

Healthy, wealthy and wise

Paul Siderovski is the 
founder and Managing 
Director of SiDCOR Chartered 
Accountants, has 20 years 
experience since starting as 
a chartered accountant with 
PricewaterhouseCoopers in 1995. 
Paul started Newcastle-based 
SiDCOR in 2002. Paul has a 
Bachelor of Commerce from the 
University of Newcastle

Local dental service 
company branches out 
to set up third new surgery.
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Spinal Health Week 2016 was held in May and this year the 
chiropractors at Total Balance Chiropractic are encouraging 
you to ‘Back Your Inner Athlete’.

With the Olympics around the corner, thousands of elite 
athletes are using health treatments like chiropractic care 
to perform at their peak. Chiropractors at Total Balance 
Chiropractic would like to remind people that everyone can 
back their own inner athlete and perform to their peak by 
reducing pain, improving posture and living a healthy lifestyle.

As the days get colder and drearier, Sports Medicine Australia 
(SMA) is urging Australians to ignore the temptation to go into 
exercise hibernation this winter.

Sports Physiotherapist Rosemary Riley said wet and wintry 
conditions combined with heightened injury concerns often 
prevent Australians from being active during the long, cold 
months. Sports injuries peak during the months of May, June 
and July, with sport related hospital admissions increasing by 
an estimated 30% during winter [Medibank Safe Sports Report 
(2006) http://www.theage.com.au/ed_docs/sport.pdf; Figure 
based on Victorian Hospital Admission Data (2005)].

“While exercising in cold conditions can lead to injuries and 
illnesses ranging from chilblains, muscle strains and ligament 
sprains to broken bones and hypothermia, many Australians are 
unaware that most winter injuries can actually be prevented by 
good preparation and the correct equipment,” Ms Riley said.

“Although cold conditions can place extra demand on the body, 
with the right knowledge, preparation and attitude, you can be 
active and safe in winter and keep reaping those health benefits.”

SMA’s top tips for preventing injury this winter:
• Check the forecast. How cold, windy and wet will it be? 
    It’s important to tailor your work-out attire to the forecast. 
    Lightweight layers that breathe and can be easily stowed are 
    ideal so you can add/remove clothing according to the 
    conditions and your exercise level.
• Remember that sunburn can occur even on overcast days – 
    particularly on the ski slopes – apply sunscreen and protect 
    your eyes with UV protection goggles or sunglasses.
• Protect your head and extremities from heat loss. Make sure 
    you are equipped with beanies, gloves, well-fitting shoes 
    and socks to limit excessive heat loss and prevent chilblains 
    and frostbite. Ill-fitting footwear can also cause blisters, nerve 
    and joint pain.
•  Those with a pre-existing condition affecting circulation such 
     as Raynaud’s or Diabetes should take particular care and 
     should consult a health professional for further advice.
•  Warm up and cool down gradually and thoroughly. Avoid 

Chiropractors –Helping You ‘Back Your Inner Athlete’

     cooling down when stretching by alternating stretches with 
     warm up activities. Muscles, tendons and ligaments perform 
     better and are less likely to injure when warm and elastic. 
    Consult a Sports Physiotherapist for specific exercises to 
     manage past injuries and special conditions. 
•  Drink up. It’s important to hydrate adequately and resist the 
      temptation to ‘warm up’ with an alcoholic beverage as 
      alcohol impairs thermoregulation and coordination. Avoid 
      caffeine as it can also lead to dehydration.
“There are so many great ways to be active in winter – by 

following these tips your risk of injury and illness will be reduced 
– leaving you no excuse but to get out there and get active,” Ms 
Riley said.

“The benefits far outweigh the risks!”

“Every day more and more Australians experience disabling 
lower back pain, neck pain and headaches, limiting their ability to 
work and engage in an active healthy life,” said chiropractor James 
Cobb. 

“Think about all the hours you spend each day sitting at 
work or school, commuting, on your computer or other 
mobile device and watching television,” James said. “Poor 
posture used during these activities increases pressure on 
your spine which can cause lower back pain, neck pain, 
headaches and fatigue.”

Chiropractic care is an increasingly common and effective 
treatment for back pain, neck pain and headaches, 
eliminating the need for drugs or surgery.

“Helping patients make positive changes, with respect 
to nutrition, exercise and wellness is also fundamental to 
maintaining normal spinal function,” added James.

“Adopting healthy habits today, such as improving postural 
fitness, can significantly reduce the risk of injury or pain in 
later years. What’s more, good spinal health can benefit our 
self-esteem, social relationships and mental health.”

James suggests, “As you go about your day, think about 
checking your posture, activity levels, water consumption and 
movement”.

To celebrate Spinal Health Week 2016, Total Balance 
Chiropractic has introduced fun and educational ‘Lunchbreak 
Postural Presentations’ for workplaces wanting to ensure the 
postural health of staff.

 

Avoid the injury blues this winter
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ENQUIRE TODAY 
CALL 1800 212 011  EMAIL RESERVATIONS@ELYSIA.COM.AU
VISIT GOLDENDOOR.COM.AU/CORPORATEWELLNESS

Set yourself and your team up for success both 
personally and professionally by experiencing 
Golden Door’s Corporate Wellness Program.

Golden Door affects change that extends to the 
needs of the corporate workplace by motivating  
and empowering people at an individual level.  
Our purpose-built environment at Golden Door 
supports and encourages healthy living and  
creative thinking. The venue offers an ideal  
escape to recharge and replenish individuals  
and teams to be at their best.

The Programs offer a range of activities:
 Mindfulness training
 Mind, body and fitness classes
 Seminars and workshops
 Healthy cooking demonstrations
 Wellness Coaching and much more

Choose from a 3, 5 or 7 night program stay 
that will help to:

 Improve company productivity and efficiency
 Build an inspired team, mental toughness  
and enthusiasm
 Create an engaged and committed workforce
 Reduce staff turnover and employment costs

Take care of your 
people and they’ll take 
care of your business

Should you invest in 
corporate wellness 

programs?

Corporate wellness programs are designed to foster wellness 
in workers. They evolved as a means of improving the physical 
and mental health of employees and to make the work space a 
more inviting and relaxing environment.

Corporate wellness programs vary from offering exercise 
equipment, to encouraging healthy eating habits, to reducing 
unhealthy habits, to having access an expert for group and 
individual discussion and much more.

Many businesses find dedicated wellness programs at 
an outside venue with appropriate facilities and expertise 
particularly useful in leading to staff feeling recharged, more 
motivated and having a greater appreciation of their health and 
wellbeing. Being away from the interruptions of the workplace 
and having dedicated time allocated to wellness can lead to a 
more transformational and longer lasting change for staff.

Many businesses find that a corporate wellness program is 
one of the best investments they have made. They are not only 
investing in the physical wellness, safety, and mental health of 
their employees, but are also taking preventive measures by 
creating a healthier environment.

By starting a corporate wellness program, businesses are able 
to improve the overall productivity of their business, improve 
staff morale, improve decision making, increase teamwork, 
reduce sick days and make their business a more attractive 
place to work, helping with both staff retention and the ability 
to attract new talent.

These important benefits are the primary reason why 
corporate wellness programs are continuing to grow in 
popularity in the business world and increasingly recognised as 
a great business investment.
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Cancer Council NSW Workplace Programs
Thousands of working Australians are diagnosed with cancer every year. Cancer Council NSW has developed
programs and resources to assist managers and human resource professionals to provide a supportive
work environment. We also have workplace education and toolbox talks to help employees reduce their
risk of cancer. For more information or to book a Cancer Council toolbox talk, contact your local office.

Cancer Council NSW - Charlestown, Ph (02) 4923 0700, info.hunter@nswcc.org.au
Cancer Council NSW - Singleton, 65725400, info.singleton@nswcc.org.au

Cancer,
Work

and You
booklet and
resources

Employer
fact sheets

Sun
Protection
resources
and advice

Workplace
education

‘toolbox talks’

 
A new report from the health and medical sector says the 

Medical Research Future Fund (MRFF) needs to prioritise closing 
gaps between health research, health practice and the health 
economy.

Translating Research for a sustainable future comprehensively 
brings together the positons of 160 of Australia’s leading health 
and medical research organisations, companies and personnel.

The review, contributed to by prominent researchers, 
universities, and businesses in the field, outlines the sector’s view 
on priorities for the MRFF over the next two and five years.

It has been presented to, amongst others, the offices of the 

According to Beyond Blue the cost of mental health issues in 
business is huge and is often underestimated by managers.

For example it estimates that untreated depression alone 
accounts for over 6 million working days lost and those affected 
are less productive when they are at work.

They also say that the issue is very widespread with around 1 in 
5 employees being likely to be experiencing a mental health issue 
at any given time.

The good news is that workplaces can be made more mentally 
healthy. Research by pwc shows that business receive an average 
return of $2.30 for every $1 invested in creating a mealy healthy 
workplace.

Further information is available from www.beyondblue.org.au

Why your workplace should be 
mentally healthy

Prime Minister, Opposition Leader and Greens Leader, the Chief 
Scientist and Health Ministers across the country, to inform 
policy-making.

“Australia has a world-leading research, and a world-class health 
system, but too often they operate in isolation,” said Research 
Australia CEO, Nadia Levin.

“The Medical Research Future Fund is the opportunity of a 
generation to bridge the gaps, and bring what happens in the lab 
together with what happens in clinical practice, and vice versa.”

“This report is from the experts in health and medical research 
and policy, and is designed to inform the Federal Government on 
the best direction of the MRFF.”

Research Australia believes that in its formative years, the Fund 
should have overarching strategic goals that ensure dual focuses 
of health and wellbeing, and economic prosperity:

•  Health and Wellbeing: fund projects with clearly identified 
     goals that will, if achieved, lead to better health and wellbeing 
     through the translation of research into new clinical practices, 
     health policy, products and services.
•  Economic Prosperity: fund programs that support the 
     commercialisation of Australian HMR to grow GDP; help 
     contain health expenditure through using evidence-based 
     practice to make the health system more efficient; and minimise 
     the opportunity cost associated with the practice of research.
“Either way, this Fund will benefit the Australian people and 

economy, but its policy direction will be the difference between it 
being just important, or a monumental shift,” said Levin.

“At $20 billion it has enormous potential, however that will be 
built over several years, which means we need to manage the 
first funds in a disciplined, targeted manner, as well as initial 
expectations.”
 

Report to guide Medical Research Fund
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NSW Mining 2016 Industry and Suppliers’ Award Winners 
Announced Representatives of the mining industry and supplier 
businesses from across NSW joined with MPs from across the NSW 
Parliament at the 2016 Industry and Suppliers Awards Dinner.

NSW Minister for Industry, Resources and Energy The Hon 
Anthony Roberts MP, welcomed all to the dinner, praising the 
contribution the NSW mining industry its thousands of mining 
supplier businesses make to the NSW economy and local 
communities.

NSW Deputy Premier The Hon Troy Grant MP delivered the 
keynote address, focussing on the importance of mining in 
fostering the growth and strength of regional communities. The 

Deputy Premier also highlighted the critical importance of the 
mining industry to the NSW economy.

2016 Industry and Suppliers Awards The Industry & Suppliers Awards, presented by the Deputy 
Premier, recognised excellence in the sector, and emphasised the 
continued importance of the supply chain to the industry.

The winners were:
• Small Business Achievement - 
    Airspeed Aviation, Scone
• Outstanding Supplier - 
    RungePincockMinarco, Maitland and Sydney
• Mining Operation of the Year - 
    Whitehaven Coal   Maules Creek
• Young Achiever - 
    Kate Swain, McCullough Robertson
• Outstanding Contribution to Mining - 
    Tony McPaul, Newcrest Cadia Mining, Orange
• Exceptional Woman in Mining - 
    Raelene O'Brien   Glencore Coal Assets Australia
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Our bulk bins and compactors provide
an efficient solution for managing large
volumes of waste and recycling.

Having a bulk bin or compactor onsite can
help you reduce waste transportation costs
and increase waste management efficiencies.
Bulk bin collections can be scheduled to suit
operational requirements and are also available
on request for large one-off volumes of waste
and recycling.

We work closely with customers to
analyse operational waste streams. Using
a comprehensive waste assessment, we
can work with you to tailor a total waste
management solution for your business.

Bulk bin features
■ General, recycling and construction waste bulk

bins systems are available
■ Capacity for large amounts of waste and recycling
■ Range of sizes available 7, 10, 15, 20, 30 cubic

metre bins
■ Allows safe, easy depositing of waste through

walk in doors and large open tops
■ Tippler feeder bin options are available to reduce

manual handling
■ Reduces traffic movement onsite
■ Automatic tarping system fitted to vehicles and

where required to individual bins.

Bulk bin applications
■ For large volumes of commercial, industrial and

building wastes
■ Ideal for bulky waste, large non-compactable

waste and recyclable materials
■ Suitable for both recyclable and

non-recyclable waste
■ Suits businesses with enough space to store

the bin onsite

Thornton & Somersby 02 4921 7600
National Service Line 13 73 73
info@remondis.com.au
remondis.com.au

Bulk Bin Services

The NSW Minerals Councils says that two new studies on air 
quality in the Lower Hunter are a useful addition to the available 
research on the impact coal trains and coal export terminals have 
on air quality in the region.

The two studies analysed the composition of dust particles 
collected at a range of sites in the Lower Hunter over a 12 month 
period, allowing the sources of dust to be identified.

The Lower Hunter Particle Characterisation Study, led by CSIRO 
and ANSTO, analysed the sources of PM 2.5 (fine airborne particles) 
at four monitoring stations and PM 2.5 -10 (coarse   airborne 
particles) at two monitoring stations. Particles of these sizes are 
invisible to the eye, can be inhaled and have health implications, 
with PM 2.5 being the smallest particles with the greatest health 
impacts. T he study found that coal could contribute at most 10% 
of PM 2.5 -10 particles, with further investigations need to quantify 
the contribution. No coal was specifically detected in the PM 2.5  
samples the particle size of greatest health concern.

The Lower Hunter Dust Deposition Study, conducted by 
environmental consultancy AECOM, measured the amount 
of dust deposited at 12 sites around the rail corridor and port 
infrastructure. Dust deposition analyses larger visible particles 
and is a measure of amenity. Annual dust deposition rates ranged 
between 0.5 and 1.1 grams per square metre per month, well 
below the NSW EPA maximum criteria of 4 grams per square 
metre per month, with coal contributing 10% on average to 
deposited dust.

The studies follow the 2013 Upper Hunter Particle Characterisation 
Study, which analysed the source of PM 2.5 in Singleton and 
Muswellbrook. That study found that all soil dust, including from coal 
mining and agriculture, contributed 11 12% of PM 2.5. 

Lower Hunter air quality studies 
find coal impact low

"These rigorous scientific studies show that coal dust is relatively 
minor source of particulate pollution in the region", said NSW 
Minerals Council CEO Stephen Galilee.

"This research cuts through the emotive debates of recent 
years to provide an objective picture of the various sources of air 
pollution in the region.

"This research also contradicts the alarmist rhetoric used by 
some in relation to coal’s impact on air quality in the Lower 
Hunter.

"Air quality in the region is good, meeting Australia's strict 
national standards the vast majority of the time, and coal dust is a 
relatively small contributor to particulate pollution in the region.”

Ernst & Young’s Q1 global capital raising and M&A report, 
Divestments: extracting hidden value  shows global deal value 
and volume in the mining and metals sector continued the five-
year downward trend.

Global deal value in the sector fell 45% to US$3.3 billion in Q1 
2016 compared to the same period in 2015. Global deal volume 
followed the same downward trend with 72 deals in Q1 2016 
compared to 90 in Q4 2015.

The numbers tell a similar story for Australia, with the overall 
value of capital raising in the sector for Q1 2016 US$931 million, 
58% lower than the same period last year. Deal volume remained 
at near-record low levels, with just 17 deals for the quarter. Overall 
deal value was US$1.4 billion, with two deals (the US$606 million 
Bengalla Coal transaction and US$775 million G-Resources Group 
transaction) accounting for all but 3% of total deal value.

“Financial distress, particularly in the US coal industry, continues 
to weigh on many companies across the mining and metals 
industry and it’s playing out in the form of portfolio realignment 
and divestments to raise capital”, said EY Oceania Mining & Metals 
Transactions Leader Paul Murphy.

Gold deals comprised over half of the quarter’s deal value 
globally at US$1.7 billion and 46% of the volume at 31 deals. 
Meanwhile, divestment processes from a number of diversified 
miners started to close out and accounted for the top three deals 
of Q1 2016.

“Cash and sustaining costs continue to be the focus for most 
players in the sector, and while well capitalised miners will 
continue to consider acquisition opportunities, we are now 
starting to see the much anticipated foray of private capital into 
the sector,” said Paul Murphy.

“Private capital activity is most certainly a lead indicator for 
growing deal activity. If they are seeing value it is a sign that the 
deal cycle will begin to pick up.”

Paul Murphy says the tough market and increasing interest 
by financial investors has put a sharp focus on the level of 
preparation by sellers.

“Sellers must be able to tell a credible and compelling value 
story to attract and retain buyer interest, they need to prepare 
more and sharpen their sales skills if they want to secure a deal 
and secure the best outcome for shareholders.”

The report notes that over one third of executives (36%) see lack of 
fully developed diligence materials as the main cause of value erosion 
in corporate divestments. And, when it comes to factors that induce 
private equity buyers to reduce offer prices or drop out of bidding, 
44% of executives cited lack of confidence in information.

Divestment programs in Australia and globally will pick up over 
the coming months, with the need to reduce leverage and make 
difficult decisions to withstand ongoing volatility.

“We are also seeing increasing interest in the ‘tech’ metals sector 
– copper, cobalt, graphite, lithium and vanadium – driven by 
anticipated demand for inputs into electric motors and battery 
storage,” said Paul Murphy.

Global mining deals down but 
some positive signs



At Port Waratah, we know that dust is one of the key environmental 
concerns around our operations and we are committed to a 
continuous improvement programme. 

With the recent release of the EPA’s Lower Hunter Air 
Quality study, our commitment and approach to proactive dust  
management continues. 

We work around the clock to manage air quality. Our real-time 
and predictive weather analysis lets us respond quickly with our 
dust suppression sprays – our aim is to increase moisture levels to 
prevent dust emissions in the first place.

Proactive dust management is just part of our commitment to the 
region and we do it because it’s who we are.

If you would like to talk to a member of our environmental team 
or find out more information, please call the 24-hour community 
enquiry line on (02) 4907 2280.

CONTINUOUSLY 
IMPROVING
It’s Who We Are

pwcs.com.au (02) 4907 2280 (24-hr Community Enquiries Line) 
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The Hunter Valley coal chain received improved performance 
thanks to a multi-million dollar network maintenance 
shutdown from 31 May to 3 June by Australian Rail Track 
Corporation (ARTC).

Over 1000 ARTC staff and contractors worked on more 
than100 projects to improve throughput and reliability took 
place, furthering the Hunter Valley coal chain’s already high 
level of service delivery.

“Keeping the rail network running safely and smoothly is 
a bit likely running a finely tuned racing car,” said Executive 
General Manager Hunter Valley, Jonathan Vandervoort.

“There are multiple components that intricately work 
together for it to perform well and it requires an in-depth 
check-up and regular maintenance to ensure it continues 
running safely for over 250 train services a day.”

“That’s exactly the focus that will drive over 1000 of our 
staff and contractors next week, when we deliver millions of 
dollars’ worth of maintenance work at locations across the 
Valley.”

Typical rail maintenance tasks like replacing sleepers, 
cleaning and compacting ballast, welding rail and technical 
jobs like signalling work also took place.

“These shutdowns are planned more than a year in advance 
and we closely work with the Hunter Valley Coal Chain 
Coordinator to make sure we minimise the impact on our 
customers,” Mr Vandervoort said.

The next major, network-wide maintenance shutdown is 
planned for 23-25 August. There will also be some weekend 
maintenance trackwork around the port 11-13 June.

The Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association (BMPA) has dropped 
its appeal to the Land and Environment Court against Rio Tinto’s 
expansion of the Warkworth coal mine. This seemly brings an end 
to the six years of legal wrangling between locals and Rio Tinto.

BMPA decided to drop its appeal after their legal team advised 
them that their grounds of challenge would not succeed in court.

Massive rail maintenance improves 
coal chain

Warkworth expansion appeal dropped

Coal continues to underpin the economic strength of Eastern 
Australia, directly injecting over $26 billion into Queensland and 
NSW last financial year.

Primary data collected across NSW and Queensland has 
revealed the extent to which coal mining directly contributes to 
both states - a combined $26.1 billion in direct spending; a total 
of 37,732 direct jobs; and more than 17,180 local businesses 
supported across both states.  

Despite difficult business conditions, coal royalties continue to 
beef up the states’ coffers, providing $1.6 billion to Queensland 
and $1.1 billion to NSW governments, which helps pay for state 
services such as hospitals, schools and roads.

Coal mining companies directly injected $10.3 billion into the 
NSW economy by way of wages, salaries, business purchases and 
community contributions.  In Queensland, coal mining companies 
directly spent $15.8 billion on the same.

In NSW, the $10.3 billion of spending in 2014-15 included $2.3 
billion in wages and salaries, only slightly down on the previous 
year’s figures, to 17,165 full-time employees. $8 billion was spent 
on purchases of goods and services with 6,085 local businesses, 
along with community contributions and payments to local 
government.

“Coal mining is going through tough times, however the 
sector is resilient and still making a massive contribution to our 
economy,” NSW Minerals Council CEO, Stephen Galilee, said today.

“Coal provides around 85% of NSW electricity and remains 
NSW’s most valuable commodity export.  With hundreds of new 
technology low emission coal-fired power generation units being 
deployed by trading partners across the region, the International 
Energy Agency has forecast demand for coal to increase across 
South East Asia and India. We’re already starting to see evidence 
of this, with exports of NSW coal to India increasing by 110% in 
the last financial year alone,” Mr Galilee said.  

“With the right policy settings from government we can manage 
the industry’s short term challenges and continue to deliver jobs, 
investment, and economic opportunities, over the long term.”
 

Coal's massive contribution to 
Eastern Australia continues
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 Business 
Lunches or 
Corporate 
Functions

29-32 Maitland Street, Muswellbrook
P: (02) 6541 5858  

E: reception@theremington.com.au
www.theremington.com.au

102 Darby Street Cooks Hill NSW 2300
P: 02 4929 4854  E. office@thehopfactory.com.au 

www.thehopfactory.com.au

The Hop Factory is Newcastle’s 
ultimate craft beer dining 

experience, offering both a 
craft beer restaurant & function 
facilities on Newcastle’s most 

famous eat street - Darby Street. 

100% Australian Craft 
Beer Cafe 

located in the historic East 
End of Newcastle NSW, 

Offering an 
All Day menu inspired by 
the American Diner/Grill.

Not to mention 21 craft 
beers on tap!

64-66 Scott St, Newcastle East, NSW
02 40 232 707

info@grainstorenewcastle.com.au
 

 
Honest Food

Cellar 

Cocktails

An honest, corporate 
dining experience

OPEN WEDNESDAY TO SUNDAY // 12 TILL LATE

107 DARBY STREET, COOKS HILL

WWW.THEBOWERYBOYS.COM.AU

TheTerrace

NOW 
OPEN

AT THE BOAT SHED BAR + GALLEY -  OPEN FROm 6pm wed-sat

         facebook.com/theboatshedbar           @theboatshedbar

www.theboatshedbar.com.au     |     02 4945 0888 

LOCATED WITHIN

For further details call (02) 4925 7760 
or email info@HBRmag.com.au

PROMOTE 
YOUR 

BUSINESS 
HERE
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Your global FREIGHT FORWARDER in the Hunter Newcastle office provides direct 
and immediate support for all your international freight needs:
• IATA Air - Seafreight - Imports - Exports  

- Storage - Project Cargo - Customs Clearance and transport services.
• Online track and trace
• Supply chain management 
• International Trade support 
Please call for individualised cost analysis, comparison rates and service options 
on:  4962 1234 www.scorpioninternational.com. www.phl.net.au 

SCORPION INTERNATIONAL 
A Division of POWERHOUSE LOGISTICS
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Our services include:
4 Airfreight

Seafreight
4 Imports

Exports
4 Customs

clearance
4 Document

assistance
4 Warehousing

Storage
4 Project 

Warehousing

GLOBAL
LOGISTICS
4 International

air and sea
freight

4 Animal
transport

4 Personal
effects

CALL
02 4962 1234

FAX
02 4962 1283

Website
www.scorpioninternational.com
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CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES

Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning, 
Insurance and Risk Protection.

 (02) 4929 2552

Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay  

  "Working together for your future"
  www.crestfs.com.au  

• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained 
   accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments and 
   homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for 
   visitors and business colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.

BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE
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NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION

 

P:  49615566   E: joanne@bqnre.com.au   
W: bqnre.com.au  1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC                              
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LAKE GROUP STRATA
Strata & Community Title Managers

•  Over 30 years managing property
•  Pre-purchase reports
•  Set-up & establishment service
•  Consultancy Service
•  Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes  www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305

Hunter Business Review
HBR

www.HBRmag.com.au
For more business information visit:
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THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY

•  Security bins and one-off shredding
•  Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
•  NAID AAA Certified
•  Locally owned and operated
•  Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast  
Phone: 4957 9903        www.mobileshredding.com.au

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"

NEW CAR ADVISOR

"Buying a new car, why not let us do all the work"

1300 908 522      www.newcaradvisor.com.auC
AR
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New Car Advisor is a free car buying service. Save on all makes and models.

NEWCASTLE ASSET MANAGEMENT
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Bill Quirk -  M:  0402957055  P: 02 49405100 
E: admin@newcastleassetmanagement.com.au                                                   
A: 1/91 Hannell St Wickham  
Newcastle Cruising Yacht Club 2293

                                                                                                                
Cleaning and Maintenance services, maintaining your asset value for:                                                                       

• all residential and small commercial property, 
end of lease/preparation for sale, detailing                                                                  

     • marine asset services, diving, charter/delivery, sales, 
finance & insurance

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE
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P: (02) 49610145  E: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

•  Strata Cleaning Services
•  Medical Centre Cleaning
•  Commercial Office Cleaning
•  Over 20 years experience in Newcastle & Lake Macquarie
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The other man thinks for a minute then replies, "That's easy. It's 
because if they fell forwards, they'd still be in the boat!"

 
 The teacher said to his class one day, “Please stand up, 

anyone who thinks they’re stupid.”
Nobody stood up so the teacher said, “I’m sure there 

are some stupid students in this class!”
At this point Little Johnny stood up.

The teacher said, “Oh Johnny! So you think you’re stupid then?”
Little Johnny replied, “No, I just felt bad that you were standing 

up on your own
 
 An elderly man was having hearing problems and 

went to see a specialist. The doctor fitted him with 
some hearing aids that brought his hearing back to full 
strength.

 After a few weeks the man came back to make sure the 
new equipment was working properly, which it was.

The hearing specialist said, “It all seems perfect. Your family should 
be delighted you can hear everything now.”

“Oh no,” the man responded. “I haven’t told any of them. I just sit 
quietly, listening carefully. I’ve changed my will four times.”

 

A woman was losing at the roulette wheel. When she 
was down to her last ten dollars, she asked the fellow 
next to her for a good number. "Why don't you play your 
age?" he suggested. The woman agreed, and then put 
her money on the table. The next thing the fellow with 

the advice knew, the woman had fainted and fallen to the floor. 
He rushed right over. "Did she win?" he asked. "No," replied the 
attendant. "She put ten dollars on 29 and 41 came in."

 
 A box was discovered at the front of a factory that was 

marked DANGER! DO NOT TOUCH! 
Management was called and all employees were told to 

stay clear of the box until it could be analysed. When the 
foremen arrived, he donned gloves and safety glasses, 

then very carefully opened the box. Inside were 200 signs that 
read: DANGER! DO NOT TOUCH!

 A man went to his lawyer and told him, "My neighbour 
owes me $500 and he won’t pay up. What should I do?"

"Do you have any proof he owes you the money?" 
asked the lawyer.

"Nope," replied the man.
"OK, then write him a letter asking him for the $5,000 he owes you," 

said the lawyer.
"But it's only $500," replied the man.
"Precisely. That’s what he will reply and then you’ll have your proof!"

 
 Two friends are having a drink at the pub, when some 

scuba divers come on the TV.
One of the men asks “Why do deep sea divers always sit 

on the side of the boat with their air tanks on their backs, 
and fall backwards out of the boat?"

Extensive range of services:

Design

Award winning offset and digital printing

Online customised print management portal

Multi-channel marketing

Warehousing and distribution

Kitting and packing

QR Codes

 Transactional Mail

Direct Mail

 Digital Asset Management

WANT TO STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD ?
The Hunter Region’s Premier Print Group.

NCP is a division of the Bright Print Group of Companies
8-10 Frank Street Wetherill Park NSW 2164 Australia | www.brightprintgroup.com.au

NCP Printing now with Print National NCP Printing Newcastle
14 Channel Rd, Steel River Industrial Park
Mayfield West NSW 2304

02 4926 1300
E: sales@ncp.com.au

www.ncpprinting.com.au

NSW PRINT 
INDUSTRY 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 
AWARDS

Gold and Bronze 
Medal Winners 

2012

AUSTRALIAN
NATIONAL

PRINT AWARDS
Gold Medal

Winners
2013

NCP_PN_HalfPg_Ad_HBR_Nov13_v2.indd   1 19/11/13   12:57 PM

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

- Sun Tsu

“Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory, 
tactics without strategy is the noise before defeat.”

MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR YOU

“BIG Boys quickly understood 
our brief and knew how to create 
a work space that represented 
our core values. It was an 
obvious choice for us to partner 
with BIG Boys and the results 
speak for themselves.”Paul Siderovski – SiDCOR

BEING VOTED ONE OF THE BEST PLACES IN  
AUSTRALIA TO WORK DOESN’T HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT.  
A GREAT PHYSICAL WORK ENVIRONMENT IS PARAMOUNT.
When Paul Siderovski, MD of SiDCOR, wanted to improve the interior of his newly 
renovated office building, his vision was to create a space that inspired his team and 
instilled confidence in his clients. They chose BIG Boys to bring that vision to life.

At BIG Boys we work with our clients to achieve spaces that are truly inspiring.

From architectural concepts all the way through to the building, fitting and 
decoration of the space, BIG Boys handles everything.

Let BIG Boys transform your office into an inspirational workplace.

Call for a free quote on 0404 479 038 or email bok@bigboysnewcastle.com.au

www.bigboysnewcastle.com.au
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